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INTRODUCTION 

I the Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee, as authorised 
' by tl1-e Committee, do pr~sent on their. behalf, thi& 90th Report on 

P-;iragrap:p. 57 of the Report of the Comptroller & Auditor General 
of India for the year 1983-84, pnion Government (Civil) rt lating to 
India Government Mint. , Bombay-Overview. 

2. The Report of the Comptroller and Auditpr General of India 
for the year 1983-84, Union Goverprient (Civil) was laid on the Table 
of the House ·on 16th May, 198q. 

3. In this Report, the Committee have taken an overall view of 
the three existing mints in the country. The Committee · hav~ 
observed that the installed/achievable capacity of these mints has 
~ot been determined with tpe result that the extent of capacity 
utilisation of the mints could not be assessed. The Committee have 

-therefore recommended that the capacity and its optimum utilisation 
should be settled without any delay so as to make it possible to 
effectively monitor the progvess 'Of the working of the mints and 
to take prompt remedial mei'!sures in regard to work slippages. 

4. The Committee have pointed out that the targets of production 
of coins for the year "1979-80 to 1982-83 as fixed by the Ministry ~f 
Finance, were not in conformity with the procedure stated to have . 
been adqpted by the Ministry while fixing such targets. The Com
mittee have expressed concern. as to how t:~1e dwinqling stock positipn 
of unissued coins at Reserve Bank of India and the mints was over

·loo~~d by the Min~stry of Fin~nce ~hqe p.rogramll'\ipg of produc-
tion of coins for th·e years 1981-82 and :t'.982-83. Evidently, there 
was a total failure o:n the part of the Ministry of Finance in prescrib
ing re~listic tangets of production and initiating timely measures· 
Jor ?~grienting ~he. productiq:µ of coins. This failure, in the op~nion 
of the Committee, had result~ci in. taper~ng down of production and 
·c_onsequential shor.tage of coins which affected whole of the country 
·since ear.-ly past of 1983: Since the entfre process of assessment of 
demand of coins by Reserve Bank of India and the fixation of volume 
·of production and its monitoring is interlinked, the Committee have 
·<le.sired that !:lpart from devfsing a scientific mechanism for assessing 
r equirement and prpductio.n of £gh1s, the Ministry of Finance should 
a lso coordinate with Reserve Bank of India with a view to analysing 

' ~ 
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coinage requirement from time to time. The Committee have also 

considered it desirable ' to fix a proper percentage of coins to the total 

currency so as to eliminate any possibility of shortage of coins. 

5. The Committee have also pointed out that despite the augment

ed production of coins in the mints during the years 1983-84 and 

1984-85, the existing mints have failed to meet the entire coinage 

requirei;ient of the country with the result that Government has 

placed orders for import of 4000' million pieces of coins. The Com

mittee have expressed their displeasure over these import orders 

as the same have not only costed the country valuable foreign 

exchange but have also exposed the poor coordination and planning 

in the Ministry of Finance. The Committee have desired the Gov

ernment to take measures to plan the future mintage capacity in 

the country directly in proportion to the rate of demand growth of 

coins. 

6. The Committee have expressed their displeasure over the 

continuance of primitive techniques and old machinery in the p.ro

duction sections of the mints. Keeping in view the fact that the 

Indian coins manufactured in foreign mints are cost beneficient, the 

Committee have desired the Government to provide latest techno

logy in the eJ\isting mints so as to effect utmost economy in the 
cost of production of coins. 

7. The Public Accounts Committee (1985-86) examined Para

·graph 57 at their sitting held on 6 January, 1986. The Public 

Accounts Committee (1986-87) considered and finalised this 

Report at their sitting held on 16th April, 1987 based on the evidence 

taken and the written information furpished by the Ministry of 

Finance (Department of Economic Affairs). The Minutes of the 
sittings form Part II* of the Report. 

8. A statement containing observations and .recommendations of 

-the Committee is appended to this Report (Appendix-III). For 

•(Not Printed. One cyclostytcd_ copy laid on tLe table of the House ancl five 
,cyclnstyled copies placed in Parliament L1,brary). 
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:facility of reference th~e have been printed in thick type in the 
body of the Report. 

9. The Committee would like to express their thanks to the Minis

try of Finance for the corporation extended by them in giving 

information to the Committee. 

10. The Committee also place on .record their appreciation of the 

assistance rendered to them in the examination of their paragraph 

by the Office of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India . 

NEW DEL..•·n; 

April 24, 1987. 

Vai6akha 4, 1909 (S). 

E. AYYAPU REDDY '. 

Chairman~ 

Public Accounts Committee. 
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REPP RT 

INDIA GOVERNMENT MINT, BOM~AY-OVERVIEW 

A udit Pam 

l . The Audit Paragraph 57 on 'India Government Mint, 1¥>11'
bay-Overview' as appearing iµ the Report of the ComptrQller ~?ld 
Auditor General of India for the ye·ar 1983-84, Union Government 
(Civil) is reproduced at Appendix I of the Report . 

Introductory 

2. The Reserve Bank of India is the sole authority for the issue 
of the Indian currency which consists of one ;rupee notes and coins 
and small (sUbsidiary) coins, both issued by the Government of India, 
and currency notes issued by the Reserve Bank. One rupee notes 
issued by the Government are t.reated as rupee coin for all pu.rposes 
of the Reserve Bank of India Act. While the rupee note is issued 
under the Currency Ordinance, 1940, the minting of rupee coin is 
governed by the Coinage Act, as amended from time to time.. ~mall 
coins, i.e. coins of the value less than one rupee are also is.sued under 
the provisions of the Coinage Act. The Government of India is 
responsible for the minting. and. supply of coins to the Reserve Bank 
on demand to enable the latter to provide facilities for ~xctianging 
notes into coins. The Bank acts only as the agent of the Central 
Government for the distribution, issue and handling of the coins 
or for withd:rawi~g a~d remitting them back to Government, as may 
be necessary. 

3. Coins · constitute a small but significant part of the total 
currency in ·Circulation. The demand f9r rupee coins and sm~ll coins 
is related to the typical tcll-iff ·rates of l_ol!al and Government ' bodies, 
retail prices of goods of daily consumption and host of other transac
tion dem~nds of public 1'aving small denominational value~ . . 

4. Presently, in India, the various denominations of coin& are 
heing produced by the three existing India Governnie~t Mints at 
Bombay (established in 1829), Calcutta (e~tabli~hed in '1903) and 
Hyderabad (taken o_ve~ by c;;overµ'11~nt of Indi~ in April 1950) . A r 

new· Mint is b~i~g ~et ~.l> ~t NOI~~ ~~d ~his M;int is likely to_ start 
ptodu~tion ~rom 198~-?9. The ~~in fu~ction of the e~sting three 
Mints is to meet the entire requirements of the coinage of the coun
try by manufacturing them. 
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5. Each of the three Government of India Mints is headed by a 
Gene.ral Manager who is the administrative and technical head of 
the Mint~ The General Manager exercises all the financial and 
administrative powers as Head of the Department and functions 
directly under the Joint Secretary (Currency & Coinage) of the 

. Department of Economic Affai.rs in the Ministry of Finance. 

6. So far as Bombay Mint is concerned, the circulation coins at 
present being manufactured in this Mint are in the denominations 
of Re. lj-, 50P, 25P, 20P, lOP, and 5P. Re. 11-, 50P and· 25P coins are 
manufactured from an alloy of cupro-nickel (Copper 75 per cent, 
Nickel 25, pe.r cent ) and 20P, l(}P and 5P coins are manufactured 
from an alloy . of aluminium-magnesium (Aluminium 96 per · cent 
and Magnesium 4 per cent). While Re. 1/-, 50P and 25-P are cir
cular in size, 20P coins are hexagonal in size. lOP coins are scalloped 

I 
and 5P coins are square with r ounded corners. 

In addition, the Bombay Mint also pe.rform the following func-
tions: : 

·« (i) Manufacture of Medals, Seals, Tokens etc. for various Gov
ernment Departments , Universities and other public In
stitutions. 

(ii) Receipt, examination and disposal of uncurrent (with
drawn) coins. 

(iii) Tendering expert opinion on counterfeit and doubtful coins. 

(iv) Melting of gold and silve.r for the public and issue of Assay 
Certificate. 

(v) Holding of the Nation's stock of precio.us metals like Gold 
and Silver or various accounts. 

(vii) Running of the Gold Refinery of the Government of India. 

(vii) Manufacture and supply of Commemorative Coins (Proof 
& Uncirculated sets). 

(viii) Manufacture of -Standard Weights and Measures. and 
accessories. 

(ix) Running of the Collection-cum-delivery Centre for Gold 
at Ahmedabad." 

7. On a functional basis the India Government Mint, Bombay is 
divided into three Departments viz. (a) Operative 'Department,- (b) 
Assay Department and (c) Accounts and Administration Depart
ment. 
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8. While· the Audit para related specifically to Bombay Mint, it 
'was considered necessary to have an overall ~ew of all the three 
Mints in the country. 

Det~mination of capacity in the three Mints 

9. According to the information furnished the Committee, the 
·installed capacity and the achievable capacity of the existing Mints 
has not been determined and, therefore, the actual utilisation of 
capacity in Bombay could not be assess~d in Audit. The Committee 
desired to know the reasons due to which the installed capacity/ 

i' achievable capacity of the three Mints has not been deter~ined and 
what steps were being taken by Government to determine the same. 
The Ministry of F inance (DEA) have stated in a note: 

., 

"The integrated capacity of the Mints depends on the type 
and age of mach~nes, process techniques and balance bet
ween the various production sections in the Mint. Another 
factor relevant to capacity is number of working hours 
and related 'incentive scheme . ... . 

A step has been taken for an engineering study of the Mints 
by appointment of MECON as engineering consultants for 
modernisation of the Mints with a view to reviewing and 
assessing for an optimum capacity." 

10. The Committee desired to know about the appointment of Mjs. 
MECON for this job, their terms of reference and the time by which 
their .report was expected. In a post evidence note the Ministry of 
Finance (DEA) stated: 

"M/s. MECON. [Metallurgical Engineering Consultants (India) 
Ltd.] a Government of India undertaking has been appoint
ed as Consultants for the New Mint Project, NOIDA, U.P. 
by an Agreement dated 7-H-1985. In addition to the 
rendering of the detailed engineering and consultancy 
services for implementation of the New Mint Project, the 
scope of the assignment includes Preparation of Engineer
ing Reports for modernisation of the existing 3 Mints at 
Bombay, Calcutta and Hyderabad. The report is expected 
to be submitted by ME:CON within a period of 3 months 
after the final clea.rance is given by the Government. The 
final clearance has not yet been given because currently 
the Government is considering a proposal to sustitute the 
coinage alloy of some of the coins with stainless steel. 
After a decision is taken by Government, it would be 



possible tq advi&~ M/~·- !Yf~CpN tq c~¥1Pl~te tq~ir- study 
as 'their study woulP,, · -dtrne:nd ~nt~r aH{L o.n . th~ type o,f 
metals that would be used for makiqg cpins." 

11. The Committee we.re inform~d that th~ Goven:µnent of India 
appointed Mis Kirloskar Consultants to study the various aspeets 
regarding installed capacity, achievable capacity, labo~r hours 
utilised etc. The consultants submitted their Report. The Mint 
stated (August 1981) thlat the Report was rejected by the recognis
ed unions as non-practkable: but a final decision on the Report 
was yet to be taken. The Committee desired to know whether the 
tin~l de~isjon on the Repor t had been taken . The Ministry of 
Finance. (DEA) stated in a note : 

"M/s. Kirloskar Consultants' report was not accepted by the 
Recognised Unions of the Mints and, therefore, it could 
not be pursued for ~mplementation." 

12. The. Committee enquired about the area of difference in ac
ceptance of Kirloskar Re.port. The Ministry of Finan('e (DEA) stat
ed as follows: 

"The area of difference in the acc,eptance of Kir l::Jskar Report 
has been mainly on the proposed reduction in manpower 
and inc.rease in the production norms to be achieved with 
the same old machinery. The report also recommended 
fixation of scientific norms and enhanced productivity 
cal~ulated on the basis. of 48 hours working of the Mint." 

13. The Committee pointed out that the Bombay Mint made the 
follo~ing observations in Janui'lry, 1985· regarding the fixqtion of 
capacity: 

"It is necessary to have an industrial Engineet ing · Cell to do 
justice to this . job. Th~ Department of Personnel and 
~dministr~tive Reforms (D.P .A.R.) has recommended in
stallation of ?- cell." 

14. The Committee. enquired as to when the setting up of the 
Industrial Engineering Cell in the Mints was recommended by 
DPAR. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a · note: 

"The DPAR had r~\;!ommended the setting up of the Industrial 
Enginf'.e.r~ng Cell ~!1 the Mint after studying the working 
in Bombay anq Cal~utt~ lY.Iints. The Study Report of the 
DP.f\R was su~mitteq in May 1983." 
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15. When as.k~d whether the said Industrial Engineering Gell 
~ac}. l?~~n instal!ed in the Mints, the Ministry of Finap.c~ (Dl!,:A) 
stated: 

"The prqposal fo:r formation of Industria_l Engineeri_ng Cell ~ 
the l'.'.Llnts has since been a~proved by the Government 
and steps were being taken for formation Of the Cell." 

16. In reply to a question about the steps taken for formation of 
the cell and the time by which the cell is likely to start functioning, 
the Ministry of Finance (DEA) explained: 

"The recommendation of the DPAR was accepted by the Em
powered Committee (specially constituted fdr the purpose 
of taking decisions on the recommendations) in August, 
1985. The Ministry of Finance have since arlvised the 3 
Mints to submit their proposals for creation of additional 
posts for the propos€d Industrial Engineering Cell. The 
Internal Work Study Unit of the Department of Economic 
Affairs have been advised to study the staff requirements 
and the related matters. After their repor t is available, 
the requisite numher of posts can be created so that the 
Engineering Cell can be established in each of the Mints. 
As the manning of the Industrial En:gineering Cell has to 
be done by the qualified personnel; ~vailability of suitably 
trained personnel is the other pre-requisite for setting up 
the Cell in time." 

17. Coins constitute a small J>ut necessary part of the total cur
r ency in circulation in the country. As distinct from the currency
notes issued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the rupee n.otes/ 
coins and the subsidiary coins are issued by the Government of India· 
and put into circulation thN,ugh RBI. The Central Government is 
responsible for the minting of various denominations of coins which 
are presently produced in the three India Government Mints establish
ed at Bombay, Calcutta and Hyderabad. Atthougl1 the produc tion in 
tliese Mints has beeri corltiliuously on the increase in each year from 
1982-83, the ex isting Mints have failed to meet country's growing de
mand of coins in the recent years, with t,he result that the Govern
ment has had to recourse to import of coins pending commissioning 
of a new Mint at NOIDA due by 1988-89. 

18. The Commit.tee are surprised to find that while the existing 
Mirtts have been functioniti.g under the Department of Econotiiic 
Affairs in the Ministry ~f Fhiance for a considerably long period the 
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installed/achievable capacity of the,se Mints has not yet been deter

mined. The Government appointed M/s Kirloskar as consultants t~ 

study the various aspects regarding installed and achievable capa

<:ity, labour hours utilised etc. in the Bombay Mint in the seventies. 

Th'e Consultants' Report inter alia recommended "fixation of scien

tific norm.s and enhanced productivity calculated on the basis of 48 

hours working of the Mint". However, the Ministry of F inance could 

not pursue its implementation as the recognised Unions of the Mints 

r esisted the Report mainly on account of the "proposed red~ction in 

man1)ower and increase in the production norms to be achieved with 

the same old machine ·y". The Committee further note that the De

partment of Personnel and Administrative Reforms (DPAR) also 

recommended installation of an fodustrial Engineering Cell in the 

Mints with a view to assessing installed operating capacity of each 

equipment and plant. Aithough the· Study Report of DP AR was sub

mitted in May, 1983, the specially constituted Empowered , ···ommittee 

accepted the r ecommendation of DPAR on~y in Aug:aist l'J85. The 

Committee have now been informed that the Government has in 

Novem ber 19~5 appointed M/s MECON as engineering consultants 

for· the new Mint P roject, N~IDA and the scope oi their ass·gnment 

also includes preparation of engineering reports for modernisation 

·of the tbiree existing Mints. While M/s. MECON are expect.c<l to sub

mit their r epor t within three months after the final clearance is 

given by the Government, fhe final clearance has not yet been given 

due to the impending decision on substituting the coinage alioy Qf 

some of the coins with stainless steel. 

· 19. The facts stated above would' clearly indicate that the Minis

try of Finance have been ffil· too lackadaisical and indifferent towards 

the aspect of determination of capacity of the Mints with the resuit . 

that the actual capacity utilisation of these Mints could not hitherto 

be assessed. Even if the Kirloskar Report could not be implemen ted 

because of its r ejection by .the Relcognised Unions of the Miuts for 

reasons t"XJJlaiued in the p·roceeding paragraph, the Committee have 

no doubt tlint more 'practical and scientific approach could and should" 

. 



1 have been made for determining capacity of the Mints with due consi

deration for the existing manpower and the machinery in the interest 

of optimum economic results. The Committee are of the considered 

view that it is absolutely esseµtial to have the capacity utilisation 

of these Mints assessed so that it is possible to analyse variation in 

the actual work, and determine reasons for wo1ik. slippage and other 

delays. The Committee d11precate that there has been delay of more 

than two years in accepting the recommendation of DPAR for sett

ing up of Industrial '.Engineering Cell in the Mints with the result 

that the proposed cell still continues to be in a formative stage. 

What ~s more disquietin,g is the fact that even Mis MECON's engine· 

ering study has been held for want of clea1·ance by the Ministry 

of Finance pending the decision on substituting the coinage alloy 

of some of the coins with ferrious steel. The Committee would like 

the issue of determination of capacity and its optimum utilisation to 

be settled without any delay so that it is possible to effectively moni

tor the progress of the working of mints and to take prompt reme· 

dial measures in regard to work slippages. 

Targets cif production and achievements 

20. According to Audit Paragraph, the targets of production of 
C'Oins are fixed for each year by the Ministry of Finance on the basis 
of available stock balances and requirements of the Reserve Bank 
of India. The Committee desired to know the mechanism adopted by 
the Ministry for fix'ing targets of production of coins to be minted 
during each year. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) explained as fol
lows: 

"Targets are fixed by the Ministry of Finance with reference 
to the forecast of demand of coins of various denominations 
furnislied by the Reserve 'Bank of India after taking into 
consideration the production achieved by the '3 Mints 
during the last few years, the availability of man 
machine power for processing different alloys and types of 
coins.'' 

21. Accordin'g to the table furnished by the Ministry, the follow
ing were the Mint-wise targets of production fixed by the Ministry 



and the actual produetion-achieved, by them· during 1978-79 to 1982- 83. 
. I 

- .. ·-----· -----·--·-------· 
Ye.ar Target 

------- - - - - - - --. - · ~-------

Bombay Calcutta Hyderabad Total ·Bombay• Calcutta 

(in mi~lion pieces} 

Production 

Hyderabad Total ~toclC<.witli 
Mints· 

-------------- - -- -- - - ------

1978-79 360 -00 350.00 438 00 1148 00 196· 16 192·57 212·00 600"79· 929 .00, 

1!¥19-80 · 365 .00 365.00 270·00 · 1000 00 221 53 184 '48 145 ·92 551 .94 114 4i· . 
1980-81 410.00 410 00 280 .00 " 1100 .00 171·83 169·05 211·04 551 . 91 · 369 39-

1981~82 ' 335.()() 335-. 00 OO·OO 7~0 - 00 180·35 177-59 166·83 525· 17 S7 80 . 
1982-83 M0.00 200.00 260 00 900-00 297 00 186.0o 176.81 '''."'( 660.00 j _ J ... .)~~t? . 9-7 · 

.. --·- · ---· ····- - · ... --····-- ·- ---- ·----- - ·- -------

' 

,. G 

co 
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22. It would be seen from the above table that production targets 
as also the actual production of coins displayed fluctuating trends 
during the years 197.8-79 t'o 1982:..83. Explaining the fluctuations in 
the targets of production, the Ministry stated in a note: 

"The targets fixed fluctuates year to year depending upon the 
stocks available with Reserve Bank of India, the trend of 
distribution to the. varfous issue departments of RBI and 
the stock of unlifted coins with the Mints" 

23. The Committee enquired whether the Ministry analysed the 
reasons for wide gaps· between the targets of production fixed by 
them and the produ::tion of coins achieved by the Mints during 1978-
79 t'o 1982-83. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) have stated in a p<:>st
evidence note:- · 

''The Bombay Mint was working 60 hours per week upto 31-3-
1977 along with an incentive scheme. The other two Mints 
were also working 60 hours per week without incentive 
scheme. From 1-4-1977, working hour in all the 3 Mints 
were reduced to 54 hours per week. Again, from 10-5-78 the 
working hours were reduced to 48 hours per week. The 
incentive scheme in the Bombay Mint was also withdrawn 
on 31-3-1977. These steps were taken as a result of huge. 
accumulation of stocks with the Mints e.g. 929 million 

' pieces in 1978-79 on account of the fall in the demand for 
coins. The production _targets were also reduced. Th"' 
Mints were ·not able to achieve even the reduced targetS 

.. because 'of the psychological. set-back to the .w~kers . on 
account of the loss in overhnre :·allowance -'<which .. wi:ls 

·' deuble the rate of the ordina~y.·rate for wo:r:k -d(fue. b~yo"hd 
48 hours' per week, a~ provide·d . in th~ Factories . Act). 
Alongwith the 'reduction in the working hours, incentive 
scheme which was in force was also withdrawn. The loss 
of earning by way of overtime allowance and incentive 
earnings which amounted to almost 50 per cent, created 

· discontentment among the workers." 

24. In reply t~ ; question re·garding the steps taken by the Minis
try to prescribe the realistic targets and to imoress upon the 1.'[ints 
to achieve them., the Mini~.fry stated- as follows: 

"With · a view to ·increasing production, an incentive scheme 
has been introduced in the Bomb;iy Mint with effect from 

1453 LS-2 
: .... . 

. . 



- _ .... .. .. _ ·-

Year 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

28-12-81, in 'the Hyderabad Mint from 8-4-83 and Calcutta 
Mint from 4th July, 1983. As a result of this, the produc
tion has increased. Further, with a view to increasing wo
duction, 22 new Coi:r.ing Presses had been acquired and 
installed in the 3 Mints.' ' 

Small Coins · , • .. 

25. The staternent given below indicate the targets of production 
and actual production in re;,;pect of smaller denomination coins (lOp. 
and 5p.) in ~ach of the year during the period 1981-82 and 1983-84. 

· (In l:lkh pieces) 

------ - - - ·- ~-· · - ---
Bombay Calcutta Hyderabad Bombay Calcutta Hyderabad 

T p T p T p T p T p T p 

- ----
1200 612 -19 1200 796 62 600 48S.14 1000 134 SS 1000 238 10 1000 1044·93 

1500 818 ·20 lSOO 708 .67 Nil Nil 3SO 65 6S 3SO 437·SO 800 1348 .4s 

soo 617 .63 1300 911 ·40 ... ... ... 44 09 300 232 -4S 

1SO 66 ·8S 600 S26 7S ... ... ... ... 300 286 55 .. 
- ·------·-· - ·- - -----

c 

.... 
0 
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From the above, it would be seen that during the period 1981-82 
to 1983-84 the targets of productioa of Hlp. and 5p. d~nominations' 
coins were reduced in Bombay and Calcutta Mints while the produc
tion of these denominations of coins 

T-Target 

P - Production 

at Hyderabad Mint was stopped except in 1981-82 when only 5p. 
coins were produced. . 

26. · The Committee desired to know the C"Onsidetaticns for reduc
tion of targets in case of smaller denominatioh co;ns in Bombay and 
Calcutta Mints and stoppage of production at Hyderab~d Mint during 
this perioe{. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a note as 
follows:-

"Bombay Mint 

In so far as the Bombay Mint is ·concerned; the facts are furnished -
below:-

Small Coins 

-------- -- -------- ------------
Year Target allotted Ac'1i evement 

-----· ---- ---------
1981-82 

TOTAL • 

1982•83 

JO p.-150 million pieces 
5 p, -35 

185m. Pil'ces 

25 p.-50 m. pieces 
JO p.-50 m. pieces 
5 p.-Nil 

100m. pieces 

1983-84 25p.-84 -00 m. pcs. 
' . 20p.-70 00 .. 

lOp.-15 00 .. 
5p.-Nil 

TOTAL • 169 00-m pcs. 

G&AND TOTAx,: 454 ·oo m. pcs 

' 

82·50 mitlicn pircrs 
6 56 

2 o. JO JO 

99 · 16 m . . nircP~ 

78 00 m. pi f'Ct'S. 

63_ 00 rn. pieces 
4 ·40 ..... 

145·40 m. pieces 

·-------· 
I 

.1 2.00 m. PCS. 

61 00 .. 
6 ·70 

" Nil 

169· 70 m. pcs. 

414· 2~ m. pcs, 

--~~-'-·~·---------~-----'--------
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The noticeable shortfall in production of small coins in the year 
1981-82 has been due to the belated intn>duction of the incentive 

scheme. ::I'he target of 150 million pieces of lQp. coins and 35 million 

pieces of 5p. coins was accepted while finalising the coina·ge program

me in March 1981 on the understanding that the Incent:ve Scheme 

for 48 hours plus ip.centive which was u~der consideration at the 

til!le would be finalised soon. , The Incentive Scheme was, however, 

finalised and implemented only from 28-12-1981. 

Calcutta Mint . . 

-It is noted that in the Cakutta Mint they hav~ kept parity in 

production of higher denomination coins and smaller denomination 

coins taking into account the overall production in the Mint. Small 

coins (lOp. and 5p.) account for 60 per cent of the· total production of 

the Calcutta Mint during 1980-81 to 1983-84. Proauction in 1983-84 

includes aluminium magnesium 20p. coins also." 

Shortage of Coins 

27. The Audit para points out that since the early part of 1983 

shortage of coins, particularly those of smaller denominations affect

ed almost all commerdal towns and centr.es in the country. Accord

ing "to Ministry of Finance, one of the main reasons for shortage of 

coins is the absence _of consistent efforts for making a realistic assess

ment of demand of coins over a period of time. 

28. Explaining the role of the Reserve Bank of India with regard 

to the assessment of requirement of ·the coin in the country the Sec

retary, Ministry of Finance (Department of Economic Affairs) stated 

during evidence: 

"The Ministry of , Finance operates through the Reserve Bank 

in re_gan;i fo determinin'g the den;iand of the coinage be

cause the Reserve Bank is the mon,itoring authority of 

the country. The Reserve Bank of India is in touch with 

the -demand in the cauntr.y and ha.v.·e specialised in it be

cause we do not know aqout .a.ny independent a,ssessment 

and what .the demand .will be. We have to rely on some 

feed back mechanism,'' 

/ 
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'29. On being asked as t'O how the Reserve Bank of India make 
assessment of demand'of coins, the representative of the RBI explain
ed during evidence: 

"We depend upon the small coin depots which are established 
at around 1,850 branches of the banks, mainly of the State 
Bank of India group. Out of these 1,840 or 1,850 branches, 
about 1,800 are ·of the S'tate Bank of India group. In ' some 
centres there is only -One small coin depot whereas in 
others, there are more- than one depot. By small coins I 
mean the coins upto the denomination of· 5Q pais~. We have 
fifteen issue offices. Out of these, there are three offices of , 
the Reserve Bank of India which are calleQ. Link Offices, 
These offices are situated at places where there are mints, 
and have the responsibility of picking up the coins pro
duced in the mints and aistribtite them. The manner in 
which these should be ·distributed is also laid down. Each 

~ of these •15 Issue Offices has. ·an area allotted to it. For 
instance, the Bombay office has to take care of the Western 
Part of Maharashtra, apart ·from Bombay itself. All small 
coin depots within the jursidiction of the respective Issue 
Offices, are responsible for accounting for the coins that 
they receive, distribute and receive back, Everyday they 
prepare a summary of the total coins they have issued. 
The arrangement for accountin~ for of these small , coins 
depots' transactions is that as soon as the coins are taken 
out, - they are treated as having been distributed. 
The balance, if any, remains. the property of the Govern· 
ment of India. From the monthly summaries of smal1 coin 
depots transactions, the Bank prepare a summary of 
absorption that is the total · amount of the coins issued 
less the , total amount of the coins t_aken back. 
There are certain denominations which are in great 

· demand. So, we stud~ the. demand fQr the coins , of each 
-denominations-50 paisa, 25 paisa and so on. All these 
small coin depots' transactions are consolidated in the 
Central office. We take the absorpti'On also into account 
from year to year. We take the previous four or five years' 

pattern of consumption denomi.nation-wise for the purpose 
of making our indent. These indents are prepared some 
time in the month of January or February. Lately, we have 
sub'stituted this me\hod of indenting by bringing in lon·g 
term forecasi of coins. We attempted it in 1970s but our 
efforts were not successful at that time. So, in 1983 

. 
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we improved the method of forecasting by introduc
ing statistical analysis known as regression analysis. On 
the basis of the previous years' pattern of consumption, 
taking · the absorption into account and also taking into 
account the coins balances held by us, we place our orders. 
In 19'78-79, when Wt> found that we had substantial_ quanti
ty of coins, we thought that there was no point in ordering 
for more coin:s. So, we adjusted our indents accordingly. 
this fa the procedure that the Reserve Bank follows." 

~ 

Rs. 2 

200 

300 

--,,... 
Total 
--

14-50 

750 

750 

1000 

1500 

2050: 

2250 . 
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31. The C?mmittee wanted to know the .reasons for fall in demand 

of coins by RBI whch resulted in , tapering down of production 
upto rn81-82. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated: 

"The lower indents for the three years 1979-80, 1980-81 and 
1981-82 were due to assessment of demand made in the· 
Bank in the light ·of the level of requirements keeping in 
view coin stocks held in the Bank. The Bank's indents 

·· have been steadily risin·g because of increasing demand. 
' Ho:wever the mintage of coins did not match the indents 
for the year as ·shown below: 

1979-80 . 
1980-81 . 
1981-82 . 
1982-83 . 
1983-84 . 
1984-85 . 

-----~-----

• Year 

(In million pieces) 

' Indent for Mintage 
coins of coins 

750 540 
750 552 

1000 525 
1500 660 

- 2050 1065 
2250 1356 

32. According to Audit Paragraph, the genesis of the problem of 
shortage of coins and steps that could . he taken in order to meet 
the coin shortage were discussed by the General Managers' of all 
the three Mints at Delhi in May, 1983 and a comprehensive note, pre
pared after detailed discussion on the question, was sent by the 
Ministry of Finance to the ·Governor of RBI. The npte co~ceded that • 
one of the main reasons for shortage of coins' was failure on . the part 
of .RBI to lift the stocks produced by the Mints. Acc.ord~i:ig to the 
informatton furnished by the Ministry, the followi:q.g was the pos·i· 
tion of unlifted coins in respect of Hyderabad Mint for 1977-78 to 
1981-82.: 

, I 

"R. B . I. was not lifting co:ns from the Mints which resulted 
in huge closiD.g stoc:k of coins with the Mint as indicated 
below: 

On 31-3-1977 2377 lakh pieces 
On 31-'3-1978 3480 

" " 
On 31-3-1979 1307 

" " On 31-3-1980 457 
" " On 31-3-1981 906 
" II I 

On 31-3-198~ 71 ,, 
I 
pieces" 
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33. The Committee desired to know the reasons for failure of RBI 
in lifting the coins produced by the Mints even though the actual 
ptoguction wa's much less than its indents. The Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) explained the position as follows: 

"Durin·g the period 19'78-79 to 1983-84 the three Mints linked 
offices of the Bank were fifting coins regularly. The yearly 
off.;take vis-a-vis production at Mints during the same 
period is shown bP.low: 

Year 

. ' 

(in million piece: 

Mintage Lifting by Aggreg-
RB I gate clos-

ing balan
ce at all 
RBJ 

Offices 

----- ---~---------------- - - - - - ---- __ ,.. ___ _ 
1978-7} 
1979-80 

1980-81 • 

1981-82 . 

1982-83 • 

1983-1!4 . 

, . 600 
540 

552 

525 

660 

1065 

975 1595* 
767 J 313• 

897 N.A. 

827 448ll: 

675 199 

1080 443 

*Small coins only 

it will appear from the above that .during the year 1978-79 
to 1981-82, the Bank had lifted from the Mints more than 
the minfage of the respective years in spite of h~lding 

sizeable stocks. In fact, in two out of four' year~, the lifting 
exceeded even the indent of the Bank. The additional lift
ing was from the 8tocks available in the Mints." 

34. In -reply to a pertinent query of the Committee as to how 
could ' RBI lift more coins than the mintage during the period 1978-
79 to 1983-84 unless sizeable stocks of coins remained with the Mints 
in the past, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated: . 

- ' 
"It is trµe that during the years 1978-79 to 1982-83 the Reser ve 

Bank was able to lift more coins from the Min~s than what 
was produced by t.he Mints because of the existence of un
lifted stoc"ks at the Mints. It was only during the y~ars 
1978-79, 1979-80 anrl 198·0-81 that the Reserve Ifank was not 
in a position to lift the entire production of the Mints to· 
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gether with the ur1lifted stocks at the Mints. During 'l981-
·a2, it may be noted, the entfre production together with 
a large part of the carry over stocks was lifted. The lifting 
during all the years was nevertheless more than the pr6-
diiction at the Mints although lower than Bank's indents. 
The reason for the Bank not being able to llft more C'Oins 
was that the Bank alongwith the Agency Banks was carry
ing heavy unissued coin stocks. In fact, as already testified 
before the· Committee this was also tbe reason for the 
·lowering of the Bank's indents for the· years 1979-80 and 
1980-81". 

35. As would be seen from the s tatistics furnished by the Minis
try, the aggregate closing balance of the coins at aU RBI officE's was 
substantially declining in spite of the fact that RBI was lifting !Ilore 
coins than the mintage during the said period and the absorption of 
c'Oins was to the tune of approximately 1000 milliori p:eaes per year. 
The Committee desired to know the factors responsible for sudden 
fall in the indents for coins by the RBI during the years 1979-80 to 

- 1981-82. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) -stated' in a note: 

"Trends observed in the past have shown that public demand 
for coins. is subject to fluctuations due to various fa:ctors 
such as changes jn levels of income, changes in purchasing 
power of coins, changes in rates and tariffs like electricity 
cbarge, busltra,m jrail fares, postal rates etc:,. Moreover, 
there are ma rked tendencies for the public in our country 
to hoard C'Oins in conditions of shortage which pushes up 
the demand for coins. Conversely, when coins are available 
in plenty; there js ve; y little demand for coins from the 
public and heavy return flows also take place. Thus when 
a glut occurs, there is neither demand for coins -to be 
issued through the Reserve Bank's offices nor are there 
demands for coins from the ·small coin depots/currency 
chests with the result, more coins cannot be put into cir
culation. The vaults of the Reserve Bank and the agency 
banks will have more coins than they can accommodate. 
This is pt ) cisely what happened during the period 1979-80 
to 1981-82. During the years 1979-80 to 1981-82 not only the 
RBI's offices but also the small coin 'depots/currency chests 
were holding large balances of coins. There was obviously 
no _ point in havin·g more coins minted and stocking . them 
at the Mints 'or nt the RBI/agency bank offices. So, the. 
indents were reduced.'' -

' 
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36. The Committee pointed out that the present -estimate of de

mand of coins furnished by RBI has increased many fold in the past 
ten years and enquireq whether the Ministry have scientifically 
examined the aspect of col nage estimate and demand. In reply, the 
Secretary, Ministry of Finance stated during evidence:-

"I mu8t agree that there is no scientific way 1n which we can 
tell you about demand. We have to adopt a better method 
to estimate the demand." 

37. Reserve Bank of India's assessment at· one time was reported 
to have been considered_ to be unrealistic by Baijal Committee in its 
meeting,held in July, 198'3. In the Background Papers considered by 
that Committee it was indicated that: 

"In-so-far-as the actual off-take by Reserve Bank of India is 
concerned, this has been generally much less than what 
they had been aski~g for in the original indents each year, 
so that one would say, that either the annual indents did 
not represent realistic demand for, coins or the banking 
system was u!1able to take up and distribute large number 
coins." 

38. In reply to an enquiry whether the RBI's asses~ment was con
sidered to be unrealistic by the Baijal Committee, the Ministry of 
Finance (DEA) informed the Committee in a subsequent note: 

"In the meeting held on 29th July, 1983 tlie then Additional 
S~cretary (EF) Shri J. S- Baijal, in his introductory re
marks observed that we should have realistic est:mates 
of the demand for coins keeping in view the present min
tage capacity of the Mints. He further observed that there 
was a -possibility that the demand estimates of RBI might 
be on ' the high side. Except for the above observations 
of Shri Baij~l, there is nothin·g on our record to indicate 
that the Baijal Committee had C'Oncluded that the Reserve 
Bank's assessment of the ·requirements of coins was un
realistic.'' 

39. Asked whether Government :groposed to depend on RBI des· 
pite Baijal Committees' remarks, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) 

' 

\. 
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stated! 

"Reserve Bank being the Monetary Authority of the country 

. and thus being responsible for controlling , the currency 

and credit mechanism, is in a better position to make 

assessment of the requirements for coins. Further, coins 

are put into circulation by the Bank through its Issue Offi

ces and a wide network of small coins depots/cucrency 

chests established with its agency banks. During the 

course ·or its operations, therefore, by constant interaction 

with the public in general and trade and commercial bodies 

in particular, apart from the commercial banks themselves . 

operating through::iut the len~h and breadth of the count

ry, the Bank is in a position to assess the coin requirements 

of the economy. The Bank has also full-fledged Resear.::h _ 

Departments _ which continuously survey monetary etc. 

trends in t:he economy for the benefit of various policy 

decisions and directions. • 

The Government has no independent means of assessing the 
requirements of coins." 

40. The Committee enquired whether any scientific research was 

made by Reserve Bank for the additional demand of coins for the 

next five or ten year~. The representative of the RBI stated during 

evidence: 

"We have examined this • aspect as to how the future require-

- ment of coins could be realistically assessed. The only 

way we found ·it _would be done was by relating to the past 

experience, the manner in which c:>ins circulation has 

changed from year to year during the previous years., say, 

ten years. Then on the basis of certain assumptions, what 

is the ~rowth rate of income for the next five years1 what 

will be the rate of inflation, etc. We make the calcula

tions." 

41. On being pointed out that the RBI is resp6nsib~e for_printing 

of curri~ncy notes and :putting currency into circul~tion every year 
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and there should not be any .questi'on of, assuriiption, 'the representa

tive of the RBI stated during evidence: 

"In 198.3 w~ estimated that the currency circulation in 1985 

will be of the order of Rs. 20,500 crores. The actual cur

rency citcu~ation on '31st March, 1985 was Rs. 23,600 crores. 

We completely went 'off the mark within a peiiod of just 

about two years. If that could happen in few years many 

, more things could happen over· long p~riods. In foreign 

countries no better method has been introduced." 

42·. On being enquired whethe~ the - Ministry have made any 

assessment of demand of coins for another 1{)__;_15 years. The Minis

tr,y of Finance (DEA) stated ·in a post . evidence note: 

"Demand estimates of coin are made by the_ RBI. Such long 

term estimates for a period of 10 years from 1983-84 to 

1992-93 were last mad; in March, 1983. These long term 

estimates are also reviewed on an annual basis by the RBI 

in . the light of the developing circumstances in the eco-

1 • nomy. Such annual reviews have been: made in 1984 and 

1985. · These estimates are arrived at by using stati,sUcal 

methods on the assumptions of e'conomic factors sucn as 

growth in wage earners, -variation in wage inaotne ana ' 
inflation and as sucn, such assumptions cannot be Vlllid 

over a long time-frame du,e to fast changing economic 

environments. Variations in estimates are, therefore. m-_ 
evitable. This has r~nde:r:ed realistic assessment ~f coms 

demand a · difficult exercise. During July, 1985 the RBI 

made a fresh assessment of tli = r:equirement of coins for 

the period rai:igin[Z from T985-86 to 1994-95." 

43. At the irist~nce of th_e Committee, the Ministry of Finance 

(DEA) furnish'ed the 'Technical Note on F"°recasting of Minta~e 

requirement of coins for the period 1005-86 to 1994~95'. According 

to th~ note, the estimates of annual mintage requirement of coins of 

different den'9minatioQns for the perio~ 1985-~6· to 1994-95 (adjusted 
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for shortfall in circulation as on March end 1985) are as follows: . -- - ---
Year Yvlultle in Million 'pieces 

D E N 0 ~I NA ,T I. o_ ~Os 

SP lOP ' iop 25P SOP R,e. 1/- Rs. 2/- Total 
·----------··- ·----

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ' 
- . "- . ' --- - -- - -~--- · ----- . . - -----·----

1985-86 200 550 550 
f 

500 450 500 350 3200 

1986-87 < ' 300 600 600 600 450 soo 350 3400 
' 

1987-88 300 650 650 650 500 500 350 3600 

1988-89 ' 300 650 650 700 500 500 • 350 3650 ~ 
~ 

J 989-90 ,. .. . 750 750 750 550 500 400 3700 

1990-91 .. . 750 750 850 550 500 400 3800 
~ 

1991-92 ... 800 800 900 550 500 400 3950 . 
1992-93 .. 850 850 1000 600 500 400 4200 

' 
1993-94 .. 900 900 1100 600 500 4()0 4400 

1994-95 ... . 950 950 1200 ,650 soo 400 4650 
J - --

TOTAL 1200 7450 7450 8250 5400 5000 3800 38550 
-· r -- -

•Figurcis are roJn'.ded to nearest-fifties. 

I 
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44. ';['he Ministry of Finance stated fur:ther in a note: 

"The forecast gen~rated for the decade would entail a growth 
rate of about 10.6 per cent in respect of circulation in small . 
coins and 9.23 percent in respect of circulation of Rs. 2/
and Re. 1/- coins. Mintage requirement of rupee coins , 
have however been adjusted in keeping with the phasing ' 
out of notes of the denominations from circulation by the 

- end of 7th Plan period and ensuring exchangeability of 
coins by those of lower denominations. · The mintage re
quirements so adjusted entails a smaller production 
growth of about 4 per cent by providing a larger supply 
base in the beginning of 1985-8&, since mintage capacity .> 
cannot be made to · grow at the rate of demand growth of 
9 to 10 per cent. The larger supply base in the initial 
year would warrant an augmentation in the infrastructure 
of the production by about 6 per cent against existing 
capacity of mints of around 2000 million pieces annually. 
with a built in schedu1e of growth in mintage capacity of 
about 4 perc~nt annually for the decade." 

45. However, the quantum of small coins and one R,upee Coins/ 
Notes v1.s..:a-vi.s total currency which was in circulation in a f 0 w 
selected _years in the Past is renroduced h~low from the RBT puhli.
cation ent.itled 'Function and Working' (4th edition, 1983, page. 13) 
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It would be seen from the above statistics that the percentage of 
small coins and one rupee notes/coins to total currency was steadily 
on the decline from the year 1971 to 1982. The p_ercentage of small 
coins to total currency which was 3 in 19"71 had come down to 1.7 
in 1982 and the same for one Rupee coins/No.tes came down from 
5.7 in 1971 to 2.4 in 19'B2. -

46. According to the latest statistics furnished by RBI in their 
publication entitled 'Report on Currency and Finance 1985-86', the 
share of rupee coins and small coins in total currency was 1.9 p er-· 
cent and 1.4 percent,, respectively, at the end of March, 1986. 

47. It is seen from Audit para that when it was known in 1982 
·that there was a gap in available capacity of the Mints a?d estimated 
demand of coins, the Ministry sought for a reversal of the decision 
taken in 1980 to close Hyderabad Mint and the Cabinet approved it 
in February, 1982. The Committee wanted to know about the steps 
taken for augmentation of the production of coins with ·a view to 
bridging the gap between anticipated demand and output of coins. 
The Ministry of Finance (DEA) explained the position in a note as 
follo\v~: ' 

I' 

"(a) It was decided to introduce incentive scheme alongwith 
the increased working hours in all the three Mints, i.e. 

, Bombay, Calcutta and Hyderabad. 

(b) A Committee was formed under the Chairmanship of Shd 
J. S. Baijal, Addition.al Secretary with .Shri B. V. Rama 
.Rao, Director General (Currency & Coi~age) and Shri 
M. R. Karupanchettv. Chief Officer, Department of Cur
rency Management, Reserve Bank of India as member_s to 
suggest ways and means to imorove thP. supply pnsition 
of coins ~nd currency notes. The Committee made follow
ing recommendations for the purpose: -

(a) Introduction of second shi~t in the Calcutta Mtnt. As a 
follow-up of this recommendation.. second shift in t~e 
Calcutta Mint. has be ::-n introduced wilh effect from 25tli 
February. 19'B5 which would result in mintage of addi
tfonal 360 million pieces in a year. 

(b) Procurement. nf ?2 new Coinin~ Presses (6 for Bombay 
Mint, 8 each for Calcutta and Hyderabad Mints) . All 
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the 22 new coining presses have arrived and have been 
installed /in the 'process o.f installation.· 

(c) Setting up of a new Mint :, Cabinet has approved the 
setting up of a new mint at NOIDA. Land for the Mint 
has been acquired and feasibility report is being pro
cessed. The Mint is likely to start production from 19'88-
89." 

48. According to Audit, RBI has given (March 1983) to th~ Minis
try of Finance estimated requirement of coins of 2·05 crm;:e pieces in 
1983-84 and 225 crores pii;ces in 1984-85. Against this the pro c1uction 
of coins was 106.30 crore pieces in 1983-84 and 135.6 crore pieces · 
during 1984-85. RBI has also made forecast (March, 1983) for re
quirement of 320 crore pieces of coins in 199l-92, (which is now 
revised to 300 crore pieces). The Committee desired to know the 
steps both short term and long term, taken to meet the shortfall in 
production and increasej demand of coins in future years. The 
Ministry of Finance (DEA) have explained the position as follows: 

·"(a) Incentive schemes. were introduced in all the '3 Mints to 
raise the producti<?n of coins. Further, "from 48 hours plus 
incentive working, working hours have beeri increased to 
54 hours per week plus incentive working, thereby in
creasing the working time by an,, hour per day. 

(b) As part of the modernisation of the Mint, 22 new Coining 
presses have been imported and installed i,n the 3 Mints. 
'It has also been decided 'to conduct' a sttidy .ori the moder
nisatien of the existing Mints which would be .undertaken 
by ·M/s'. Meta1lurgical & "Engineering ·c .o'nsultants Ltd. 
(MECON). -

(c) A second shift in the Calcutta Mint has been introduced 
with effect from 25-2-1985 with .an annual capacity of 360 
million pieces per annum. 

(d) It has been decided to establish a new Mint at NOIDA, 
U.P. with a capacity of about 2,000 million pieces of coins 
per annum. The project Report has been prepared by the 

, Consultants M/s. MECON Ltd. and investment decision is 
being taken. About 14 cases of land has already been 
acqu~red for the new Mint at NOIDA." 

49. According to the information furnished by the Ministry, the 
incentiv~ Sche~e has been introduced in the Bombay Mint with 
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effect from 28-12-1981, in Calcutta Mint from 4-7-1983 and in :Hyder
abad from 8-4-H1B3. 

50. As regards the installation of the 22 new coining presses im
ported as part of the modernisati-on programme, tlre Ministry of 
Finance (DEA) stated in a note: 

"The 6 new coining presses have been installed in the Bombay 
Mint and they have since been commissioned from 24-6-85. 
In the Hyderabad Mint, 4 new presses have already been 
installed in March, June and August 1985 as replacement 
of old ones and 4 presses are being installed as additions. 
In the Calcutta Mint 3 presses have been installed as addi
t1on; 5 presses are being installed in replacement of old 
ones." 

51. In reply to a question regarding the out turn of the newly 
acquired commg presses, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated as 
follows: · ' 

"The out turn of the newly acquired coining presses is 1 lakh 
pieces per day of 10 h'Ours shift as against 50,000 on old 
presses." 

52. As regards the additional coinage capacity proposed to be 
created by installation of these presses, the Ministry of Fina.'nce 
(DEA) stated in a note as follows: 

"With the installation of the 22 new commg presses an in
cr-ease of 500 million pieces per annum in the production 
capacity of the three mints together is expected." 

53. In reply to ,a question regarding the yearwise producti.on pro
gramme and (Mint-wise) vis-a-vis requirement forecast by RBI for 
1985-86 to 1991-92, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated iri a note: 

"The Mint-wise prorlu.ction programme for J.985-86 is as under 
as against the RBl's requirements of 2600 million pieces:' 

Bombay Mint 

Calcutta Mint 

Hyderabad 'Mint 

Total : 

780 

740 

480 

2000 

Production targets for the year 1986-87 onwards have not 
been worked out." 

1453 LS-3 
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54. The Committee enquired as to how with the increasing trends 
in the indents of RBI and the existing Indian Mints producing to 
their ma~imum capacity in the year 1985-86, Government proposed 
to keep the balance between the demand and supply till "the new 
Mint at NOIDA is commissioned by 1988-89. The lVlinistry of Fin
ance (DEA) stated in a post evidence note: 

"As against the RBI demand of 3200 milhon pieces we are 
able to supply the following number of coins during 1985-
86 to them for distribution: 

(i11 M illion pieces) 

(a) Production from the 3 MiLts during 1985-86 2210 

lb) Imported coins (as part of the 200 0 million piEccs 
ordered in 1985-86 • • . • . • 1500 

3710 

As against RBI's demand of 3400 million pieces of coins during 
1986-87 we would be able t o supply the following number 
of coins: 

(a) Production in the 3 Mints-·(estimat ed) . 2600 

(b) Balance of import from the fust order of 2000 mill icn 
~~; ~ 

(c) R e-order of another 2000 million pieces (!COO millicn 
pieces of on ~-rupee coin, 750 million pi eces of 
50 paise and 25.0 million pieces of 25 paise coin~ 2CCO 

Total 5100 --·---
Thus, we would be able to supply much more than what the 

RBI has demanded during 1986-87. The excess could be 
utilised against their demand for 1987-88 and 198'8-89, by 
which time the producti-on from the New Mint is expected 
to start.'' 

55. Explaining the procedure adopted by . RBI for distribution of 
coins, the Ministry of. Finance (DEA) stated: 

"The Bank has a two-pronged coin distribution system. The 
Bank's Issue Offices (now numbering 15) issue coins over 
their countries as well as through the small coin depots/ 
currency chests established w ith branches of SBL SBI's 
subsidiaries, nationalised banks, treasuries and sub-trea- · 
suries which are located in th~ nooks and corners of the 
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country. With the object of keeping the various agencies 
adequately stocked with coins, the Issue Offices despatch 
coins at appropriate intervals and in appropriate quanti
ties and denominations, stocks permitting. There is a 
geographical distribution largely following State bounda
ries amongst the Issue Offices called the resource juris
diction. The responsibility for despatching coins to the 
agency banks (i.e. small coin depots/currency chests) · 
located within the resource jurisdiction lies with the Issue 
Office concerned. At the distribution points, the coins are 
issued to the public either in exchange for notes/coins or 
in payment. The coins collected from the RBI or the 
Agency banks by the banks/Governments Departments 
are · eventually issued to the members of the public in the 
course of their normal business." 

56. In reply to another question on distribution ·of coins in the 
country, the Secretary, Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated during 
evidence: 

"The Reserve Bank of India was originally dependent only 
on its own offices. Recently, we have taken a decision to 
involve SBI and all the :nationalisea banks direetly. We 
are trying to revamp the distribution system so that any
body who wants coins in exchange will be given 'coins." 

57. Explaining the steps taken by Govemment to increase the 
availability of coins in the short . run, the Secretary. Ministry of 
Finance stated during evidence: 

" .... the whole banking system has been llsked to come into 
distribution. We have also arranged for special coin 

· trains which are running from Calcutta to Delhi. In Cal
cutta the .aemand has been met satisfactorily and we are 
now moving the coins from Calcutta to the Northern parts. 
The trend is that there is no shortage now in these are.as. 

, If two or three trains more come, the shortage will be 
met. We also want to submit that in order to curb the 
tendency on the part of the people to melt we may have 
to use some other new metals for the coins.'' 

58. The Committee desired to know whether there was any i;cien
J:ific findings of the fact that the coins were oisappearing because 
peoole were melting them, the Secretary, Ministry of Finance ad
mitted during evidence: 
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"W.hat we are told is, that they are being used by the handi
, craftsmen for melting and converting them into ornaments 

and vessels. _Th_at is my private information, from banks 
. and so on. We have to confirm it. I have put a small 

. group to exactly trace the movement of the coins from 
Bo~bay to Hyderabad, Rajasthan, and Gujarat, to find 
oµt what is happening. We wilr also. make some enquiries 
through the ~andicrafts Federation or some other source. 
In our private meetings they told us that -it is easily avail
able, that is, the metal needed for those handicrafts is 
otherwise available." 

·~9. As regards constraints on the distribution of co"ins to the 
various parts of the coun_try, the Ministry o~ Finance (DEA) stated 
as follows: 

. . 
"Almost all the District Headquarters and commercial centres 

are having currency_ chests/small coin depots. In fact, 
more than one currency .chest is being maintained at im 
portant centres. Th P. constraints jn expansion of the n~t
work of s.mall coin depots are mainly infrastructural defi
ciencies like lack of rail/road link, inadequate security 
etc. The mere absence of a small coin depot does not 
automatically mean th~t coins cannot be ·distributed 
there." 

tiO. In reply to a questioQ as to how the Government ·propose to 
tackle the alleged problem of hoardin g of coins for melting or sell

-~ng them on premium, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a 
J.1ost ~vi"dence note: 

"The Government of India have advised several times the 
_State Governmen.ts/Union Territories to take action 

. against hoarders of coins for the uuroose of .m 0 lting, jn 
terms of Sections .3 tp 8 of the Small Coins (Offences) Act, 
1971 melting- of coins as well as hoardin~ . . r)f Coins with 
the intention of melting- is a coirnizahle offence. While 
th<>re has ·been no renort from any nf the States abont 
melti.nq of coi'l'lc:; . ·wP. h::ive rP."P.ive-1 reunrts frnm a few 
St.atec; ::ibont "hn::irrl'ncr nf cnins. Arti-nn ic:; . hPiTIO: fa~P.n by 
the conr:ern~rJ St::i__t<> n.rwernm.entc:: :icr,,inst. t.he lioi:irdP.rs ol 
coins .. . .. ThP cmP.Stinnc; of miiki'"lg hoardine: a 
cognizable offence other than for the purpose~ 
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of melting has been considered by the Government. How-· 
ever, it was felt that it would be ve"ry diffic'l:llt to imple--' 
ment such a decision fr.om the practical point' of view; 
this might lead to avoidable petty harassment to the pub.:. 
lie. Therefore, the Government's intention is to ihcrease · 
the supply of coins in large numbers so' that hoarding and 
selling of coins on premium would disappear automati
cally." 

61. The Committee have been informed that the annual indents 
for various denominations of c~ins are placed on Government by 
the Reserve ~ank of India (RBI) after assessing ~he demand of' 
coins made in th.e light of Che previous years utilisation patterns and• 
the stock of unissued C(lins ht>Id by the offices of RBI. Based on. such• 

-indents the mint-wise forget of production of coins arc fixed by the 
Ministry of Finance on year to year basis after taking into consi
deration ·th~ production achieved by the force Mints during the pre-
cccding few years and the av8.Hability of man/machine power i-0r 
prorcssing different coinage aHcys. These targets of protluctfon of 
coins are anived ~·t (Ill the basis of the stock of coins available with 
both RBI and the Mints. 

·· 62. The Committee note tlmt during the year 1978-79 ·the closing 
balances of ca ins at RB l's oftkes and the Mints was 1595 ·million• 
pieces. and ~ 929 million · piece~ rnspectively. Owing to these large. 
balances of unissued coins with its offices, RBI lowereld it<; annual 
indents for coins from 1450 mHlion pieces for 1978-79 to 750 million 
pieres-for each of the ~·ears 1979-80 and 1980-81. The targets · of 
production o~ coins c]Juing these years, as prescribed by th.e !\Iinisfry 
of. }'inance, were 1000 milliou pieces and 1100 million pieces but the 
aetual production of coins was only 551.94 and 551.91 miJlion pieces 
in the respective years. As the annual absorption of coins during 
these· years was liigl1, the cojns' stocks both at RBI and the Mints 
were r.educecl si!!'nHicanlly at thE- end- of 1980-81. RBI; accordingly 
increased its annual indents for coins to 1000 . million pieces for 
1981-82 and 1500 million l>icces for 1982-83. The Ministry of Fjnance 
however, 11rl's<:riberl lower target!' of production of 750 million pieces 
of. coins for 1981-82 . and 900 million coins for 1982·-83 but the Mint1 
failed -to achieve· ·even these l'('.c!uced targets . of prod\tction with the 
result that the coins' stork with the Mints .and RBI de1·lhted steeply 
during these years. Ac,:(ltding to the informaion furnishect by. the 
Ministry of Finance, the -shortfall in -the production of coins was attri- · 
b'Utablc ·to thr i·Nlnction in tl1e working hours of the Mjnts and the , 
withdra·wat or tlu: incenth·c schemes -which resulted jn loss in the 
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earnings of the workers causin~ psychological! set-backs and discon
tentment among them. The Committee bavel also been informed 
that the working hours of the Mints were reduced from 60 hours a 
week to 54 hours from l-4-1977 and again to 48 hours from 10-5-1978 
on the ground of accumulation of stock in the Mints owing to fall 
in demand of coins. 'l'he Committee~ !however, note that although an 
incentive sr.heiµe aimed at increasing the production of coins in th~ 
Bombay Mint was introduced frotn 28-12-1981, the Mint could not 
achieve the prescribed ta1·get& of production during the! years 1981-82 
and 1982-83. 

63. It is disquieting to note that the targets of production of coins 
for the years 1979-80 to 1982-83 were not in conformity with _ the 
procedure stated to huve ~en adopted by the Ministry of Finance 
while fixing such targets. During 1979-80 and 1980-81 when RBI 

- lowered its indents for coins due to heavy stocks of coins witb its 
offices and the Mints, the Ministry of Finance bad persisted with 
high targets of production. On the contrary in 1981-82 and 1982--83 
when the stock position of coin& with RBI and the Mints was dwind
ling and the RBI's indents were rising due to increase in demand of 
c-oins, the Ministry had prescribed lower targets of production. It is 
difficult to comprehend as to bow the dwindling stock position of 
coins at RBI and the Mints was overlooked by the Ministry of 
Finance while fixing targets of · production for the years 1981-82 and 
1982-83. Wlmt surprises the Committee most is the iact that the 
'Committee of officel's', a11pointed by the Ministry of Finance in 
July, 1983 to look into the problem of shortage of coins had observed 
that ''there was a possibility that the demand estimates of RBI 
tnight be on the high side.'' 'l'he Committee, on th£1 contrary, feel 
that h·ad the indents of RBI been met during 1981-82 and 1982-83, 
there would not have lu~en any shortage of coins. Evidently, theret 
was a total failure on the part of the Ministry of Finance in pres
cribing realistic targets of procluction and initiating timely measures 
with a view to augmenting the production of coins. In the opinion 
of the Committee, this failure bad resulted in tapering down of pro
duction and consequential shortage of coins. 

64. T11e Committee hnve ulso been informed that tbe. genesi, of 
the problem nnrl the steps thnt could be taken to meet the shortage 
of coins were discussed by the General Managers of the three Mints 
at Delhi jn May 1983 and a comprehensive note on the subject was 
sent liy t11e Ministry of Finance to the Governor of ltBl The note 
inter-alia brought out that notwithstanding the fall in production as 
compared to the targeits fixed on the basis of demand, RBI had failed 
to lift even the <'Oins pro,tuced in the Minta. In ~ subsequent not• 
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to the Committee, the Ministry of Finance n~terated that it was only 
du1·ing the ye.ars from Hl78-79 to 198G-81 that RBI was not in a posi
tion to lift the entire i1rodu<·tio11 together with the unlifted stocks 
at the IVIints :.is tht. Ucservc Bank along with the agency banks was 
carr~ ing heavy unissuecl coius stocks. The Committeei, however, 
find fron: the statistics fur.a ished by the Ministry that RBI was 
lifting more coins than the mintage in each of the years duringi 
1978-79 to 1983-84 and the lifting during _1979-80 and 1980-81 exceed-
ed even the indents of the Hank. · 

65. The Committee consider that the system adopted by the Min
istry of Finance for incscrilJjng targets of production of coins had 
certain deficiencies iusofa:r ~.s it failed to take into consideration the 
adjustments necessitated 011 account of shortfall in the production of 
coins in the i)rc-vious yeai·s. .Another factor responsible for the situ
ation was that the l.\linistry of Finance, had failed to take into con· 
sitleration the typical tariff rntes and the price ,structure in the 
markci while fLxing targets of production of smaller denominations' 
coius with the result that the fargets of production ef lOp. and Sp. 
coins were conside!rably lowered despite RBl's high indents for the 

same~ ·-' i . i 

The entire process of a:-:sessment of demand of coins by RBI and 
the fixation of volume of produc.tion and its monitoring by the Min
i.stry of Finance is so inter-linked that both RBI aml the Ministry 
of Finance should interact with a vie(w to assessing and meeting 
the coinage 1·cqaircmcnt of the country. The CommiUt>,e therefore, 
recommend that the l\'Iinfatry of Finance should not only devise a 
scientific mechanism for as~('ss-ing requirement and uro1luction of 
coins but should also co.!H'<linat~ with RBI with a view to analysing 
the coinage requirement from time to time so that the shortage of 
cojns js avoided. 

GC. The Committee find 1hat the percentage of small coins to 
to~al cmrcnc~- had gone clow1 .. from 3 in 1971 to 1.4 in l!JSG. Simi
lnrJy, the l>ercentage of one ru1iee notes/coins had also declined from 
5.7 L"l 1971 to 1.9 in 1986. This is 'presumably due to the declining 
va!ue nf iupcc. Snmll coins ate no longer in demand es they usccl to 
lJc except in retail shops. The demand for small coins is likely to 
Le reduct!-d and tbose for coins ot 50 paise may go up. It is consider· 
ed desirl:ble that the i\'Jinistry of Finance take into 'llccount all relc
'v:mt consideration for fixing a 11roper percentage of tlte coins to tbe 
total currency so that the tar:ge:ts for the production of coins in the 
Mints are fixed reaU:>ticaII~·. It is in;lperative that t'hc psychology 
of shortagt> should J'<!ntovcnl. 
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67. The Committee note that RBI in March 1983 had given the 
estimated requirements o[ coins to the tune of 2050 mHlion pieces 
in. 1983-84, 2250 million pieces in. 1984-85 and 3200 million pieces in 
1991-92. As against this, the p1·oduction of coins in the Mints was 
however, only 1063 million t>ieces and 1356 million pieces during the 
Y:enrs 1983-84 all(! 1984-85 rt' ripectively. Thei Committee have been 
informed that vl'ith a 'iew to meeting the shortfall i~ production 
and the growing demanc! •>f coins in future years, the Ministry has 
initiate<! <:ertain short ~md long. term measure.s viz., (i) jntroductio11 
of an incelntive scheme and increase in the weekly working hours 
in the three Mints (ii) introduction of second shift in Calcutta l\tint 
from 25-2-1985; (iii) impor t of 22 new coining presses which have 
been installed or ~re . in the pl"ocess of installation either as replllce
nwnt . or t-.ddition in the tJa·ce Mints and (iv) setting up of a new 
:Mint at I\OIDA, lJ.P. '"·hich js likely to start , production from 
1988-89. The Committee however, find that despite foe augmented
procluction of coins in the coi.m1ry during the years 1983-84 a.ud 
19f' 1-85, the existing mints have faile'd to meet the. entire coinage 
reguir.e.ment with the result that Government has placed· orders for 
imp0.rt of 4000 million pieces. of coins from the foreign mints. The 
Committee are u11bap11y to 1,oint out that these impo.rt orders have 
'not only costed the count::y ,. ~Juable foreign exchang~ hut have 
also e.xpose.d the poor coordination and planning in the )\linistry of 
Fin~nce. 'fhe Committee woutd like to be surpriseld . ,,f th~ amount 
of for.eign ex"hangc s1>ent in the import of coins diiring the · afore
said years. l{ee11i11g in Yiew the fact that the: forecast for require
rnetnt of ~oins gl'11eratcd for the decade would entail a growth rate 
of al>out 10.6 percent for circulation of small coins and 9.23 percent 
for Rs. 2 ancl Re. l coins, the Committee would urge upon the Gov.• 
ernment to take measures to -plan the future mintage <.'3pacity in .the . 
country directly in production to the rate of demand growth so as to 
obviate any possibility of iml<l11ance. The Committee would urge 
the Government to take adequate steps in advance· so as to~ ensure 
that it is not necessary to import coins. It must be remembered that 
the .hisfory of. Indian Mints shows that at one time:· foreign countries 
used to get. their coins minted in India. 

68. The {fommittee note that RBl's Issue Offic.es issue coins- ove1 
their counters and also through small coins depots/currency, chests 
established with the branches of SBI, nationalise.d - banks, treasur.iP..'i 
·etc. The Committee\ also note that there . are constraints- in. expan~ 
sion of the network of small; coin depots due to "infrastructual defi· 
'ciencies like rail/road link, inadequate security etc.''· The · Secre· 
'tary, Minish'y of Finance~ however, informed the Committee during 
evidence that Government had recently taken a decision to involve 
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SB!. and. all. the• nationalised . banks directly in the· distribution o( 
coins. The Committee , would urge upon the/ Government to ex
peditiously take steps for i:evamping 1he distribution system by in
v.olving_ nil branches of SBI and nationalised banks with a view to 
providing, smooth notes/coins exchange facility in all parts of the 
country. T-he Committ~ note that the Government intends to 
t.xamine the alternatives of· modernising the mints on the availability 
o~, MECON. Report. The Committee hope that while examining tbis 
question the Government would take into account the latest techno
logical . development in· this field in adv.anced countries and also the 
fluctuating rc@irements of coins so that the production. of coins: in 
the mints is· done-efficiently and economically. 

Minting Operations 

69. The coin.s. aI"e manufactured from various alloys namely, 
Aluminium-Magnesium (<A.1. Mg.), Cuprn-Nickel (Cu. Ni) and quar
ternary alloy. In Melting Section, the·metallic alloys are melted and · 
cast into bars which are rolled into strips in Rolling Section. These 
str-ips al'e · cut into disc or · blanks· in the Cutting Section. The blanks 
so obtained- are annealed and examined visually in Annealing SeC
tion tb weedout blanks not properly cut. The annealed blanks are 
struck · into coin:.:- in the · coining presses in the Coining Section· and 
sent to Examining Section were these are examined and sorted out 
into good and defective icoins. 

M~l!ting Section 

'W. It is learnt from Audit that no norms have been fixed for aris
ing, of. waster.s in. Melting Section.in Bombay and Hyderabad Mints. 
The Committee desired to know as to why no norms have been fixed 
for arlsing of wasters. The MinistrY. of Finance (DEA) stated: 

"Bombay and Hyderabad Mints 

No norms have been fixed for percentage of wasters in the 
melting. The pe:r;centage of wasters depends upon the 
q~ality of melting which in turn depends upon the per
c~entage of . rejections and also the virgin metal used. ~ 
the percentage_ of virgin metal used is more, normally 
the •per.centage of. wastage will l:ie less and tliis cannot be 
standardised." 

71. Exp1aining it fur.ther, the· General Manager, India Govem
ment ;Mint, Bombay stated .during evidence: 
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"The norms have not been fixed with regard to the percentage 
of wastages. This is a sequential section operation. What 
is produced in melting section goes to the rolling section 

· · .. and like that. The norm for melting loss has been fixed 
and it is being observed. The norms for yield have not 
been fixed but on the experience of the previous years, the 
rejection percentages are being monitored and if they 
vary drastically, we have a dialogue with the· workers." 

72. In reply to another query of the Committee regarding fixing 
of norms to contain the· rejections/wasters in production process in 
Rolling Section to Coining Section, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) 
stated in a note: · 

"Norms ican be fixed only when inputs of uniform standardised 
proportion of virgin metal, scrap etc. are used in Melting 
Section. The quality of slabs, received from melting sec
tio11 also vary from time to time." 

73. The Committee enquired whether the Mints have ever 
examined the feasibility of standardising the input percentage of 
rejection and the virgin metal in Melting Section with a view to im
proving the performance in Rolling Section to Coining Section. The 
Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated: 

"Bombay Mint: · 

Yes, Normally the input for melting is in the ratio of 50:50 

and 60:40 of rejections and virgin in the case of CN and 
Aluminium respectively. Howevier, it has not always 
been possible to adhere to this ratio due to various cons
traint~ like non availability of virgin Metal of the requir
ed quantity and the need for consuming the rejections 
with a view to ease congestion in the storage. Hence, 
when the input ratio of metal changes, the increase in 
melting rejections fluctuates. 

The Hyderabad Mint has indeed conducted trials in the past 
with various combinations of virgin metal and reJection 
percentages in the allegation and melted the alloys and 
processed _upto the final coining stage and arrived at the 
sectional process efficiency levels of the trials. Though the 
exact trial reports are not available at present, optimum 
levels of virgin metal to rejections/scissel proportions 
have been determined and followed as much as possible. 
The levels are 50 percent virgin and 50 percent rejection 
and this combination was found to be the best suited for 
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mint working. However on certain o~assions, the Mint 
could not adhere to the ideal melting ·proportions for the 
following reasons: 

(a) Non-supply of virgin metals from outside sources in 
time. 

(b) Heavy accumulations of rejections as the melting capa
cities never matched the final coining capacity. 

(c) Variations in the programme of melting of alloys due 
to sudden spurt of demand of icertain coins upsetting 

the melting plans and also variations in the product mix 
of annual targets." 

74. According to Audit Para the overall percentage of yield of 
good bars ranged from , 85. 2 to 91.1 in case of Al. Mg. alloy against 
a norm of 91 percent and from 94 .1 to 98 .1 in the case of Cu.Ni. alloy 
against the norm of 97 .25 per cent. Explaining the Audit observa
tion, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a note: 

"Norms have been laid down for irrecoverable loss in melting ' 
of Al.Mg. and Cupro-nickel. However, it has not been 
possible to lay down any fixed norm for the percentage 
yield of good bars after melting. The arising of process 
scrap depends upon the input mix of virgin metal 
and process scrap for melting. Hence there is bound to 
be variation in the yield of good bars from time to time. 
The input mix for melting depends on the accumulation 
of process scrap and stock position of virgin metal, leading 
to variations in yield." 

75. As regards the steps taken by the Mints to increase the per
centage of yield of goods bars and to avoid abnormal operational 
losses, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) ·explained in a note: · 

"Bombay Mint: 

The Mint has recently introduc~d continuous casting with the 
help of sophisticated machinery and the' operational rejec
tion in casting bars have now been eliminated to a very 
great extent .... The Mint has of late stopped melting of 
Al.Mg. and has resorted to purchase of ready made ex
truded and hot rolled, Al . Mg. strips of the desired speci
fications from the ieading large scale Aluminium Manu
facturers in the country like BALCO, IIlNDALCO, IN-

, DALCO etC. As such strips are directly used for blanking, 
rejections have been considerably reduced. 
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Hyderabad Mirnt: 

Adhel'ence to the best virgin metaljrejection· combinatron in 
melting and a close mon,toring in the operational methods 
of melting section has resulted in getting good quality 
bars free from impurities and by us~ng proper proportion 
of deoxidizer in case of C.N. the percent of yield of good 
bars has improved considerably. The changing over from 
the pr.esent oil fired tilting furnaces to electrical induction 
furnaces will furthe_r result in. better quality. of met hav
in'g less impurit:es and further process rejections." 

76. The Committee desired to know if a r.ecord of over all per
centage of the arising ~f process scrap in the Mints during the entire 

production proeess vis•a-vis the prescribed n·orms laid down for ir
ret:overaBle losses be!ng maintained and if so, what are the ·results. 
THe· Mi~istry of Finance (DEA) in a post"evidenee a not~ stated: 

"Bombay Mint: 

Record of rejections. and overall percentage. arising . of process 
scrap. in the Mint. during the entire · coining process is 
maintained ..... Records are also maintained · for irre
coverable losses. 

Hyderabad Mint: 

Such a record is being maintained. The losses. are recorded 
on a day-to-day basis and· are· generally witliin, the p~es

.. cribed limits." 

77. According . to . th.e information. furnished' l:iy Audit, no no~s 
have been fixed for C'onsumption of fuel · oil in melting process· in' 
Hyderabad and Calcutta Mints. The Committee desired, to · know· as V 
to why ·no norms have been fixed for. consumption of fuel. oil ... The 
Ministry of F;nance (DEA) . replied in a note as under: . . 

. ~·No norms. have · been fixed in the Hyderabad Mint for the 
. consumption . of· the furnace oil as· the furna.ce.S used are 
oil fired· tilting· furnaces of very old, design which do _not 
have -any arrangement for measurin'g the furnace oil." 

""78:; Acoording· to Para .61 of the Audit ReP.ort (,Civil) ·the year 
1982-83 regarding.· India Govt. Mint, Hyderabad-ngures.. of_consump-

. 
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ti-on ·'Of fuel oi1 (in litres) per-tonne of metal melted in Hyderabad 

· Mint was as -under: 

1976-77 

t91:n8 

1918•79 • I 

IJ. 979-80 

1980-8! 

1981-82 

·s 

Consumption ;per tonne of 
·metal meltea -(in litres) 

--- - -- ·----
~36 .. 66 . 

318 .~2 

353 .52 

396-74 

39J.74 

251.36" 

79. Fro.m the above, it would be seen that there ·was a sudden 
:lnrrease in the fuel oil consumption from 1977-78 onwards in Hydera
bad Mint. Explaining the reasons for the same, the Ministry of 
'Finance (DEA~ stated as follows: 

"Since the working hours were reduced to 48 hours a week 
from May 1978, resulting in heavy reduction in the .,earn
ings of ;workmen, there :was a disproportionate fall .in .pro
duction jn all the sections due to apathy in t~e minds of the 
worke.rs. Further, there was a time gap of .about 9 hours 
in the melting section between the ending of the second 
shift and the commencing of the 1st shift next day .ana 
this had resulted in considerably heat 1oss in the furnaces 
and- consequent increase in the consumption of furnace 
oil." 

80. In Action Taken Note in respect of Para 61 of Audit Report 
(Civil) 1982-83' India Government Mint, Hyderabad, tbe Ministry of 

11\inance stated (December 1984~ as under: 

"Howev.er., q1u.arterly consumption of fucl. oil consumed vis~a
vis the quantity .of metal melted is now being reviewed 
..and compared for the last .on_e year." 

81. In reply to Committee's query -regarding the result of th.is re
. view of quarterly .consumption of fuel oil vis-a-vis the quantity of 
metal melted i n Hyderabad Mint, -the Ministry of Finance (DRA) 

· stated as follows: 
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"Mter the introduction of the incentive scheme, the fuel oil 
consumed per tonne of metal melted -shows -a range bet
ween 203 to 227 litres. The variations of the quantity is 
due to the slight variation · in the quality of oil supplied 
and the variation in the proportion of virgin metal and 
scissal and wasters in the metal melted." 

82. The Committee enquired as to how the introduction of incen
tive scheme has substantially reduced the fuel oil consumption to a 
range between 203 to 227 litres per tonne of metal melted in· Hydera
bad Mint. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a note:. 

"The incentive scheme has succeeded in reducing the fuel oil 
consumption as compared to the non-incentive working in 
the following ways: 

(a) the output per furnace shift has been raised by about 
70 percent from the previous non-incentive base, thus 
minimising heat loss ana higher thermal efficiency, 

(b) the working hours of the · employees were staggered · in 
su'Ch a way as to keep the furnaces in operation for al
most 22 hours every day, thus reducing the heat loss, 
thereby reducing the fuel oil consumption.'' 

83. It is learnt from Audit that the percentage of scrap arisings 
in Rolling Section, arisal of scissel in Cutting Section and arisings of 
rejections/wasters in Annealing Section were high in all the three 
Mints. The Committee ·enquired about the steps taken to fix norms 
in these department.s of coining process. The Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) stated in reply as follows: 

"Arising and accumulation of certain amount of wasters in the 
departments of coining process is inevitable. The rejec
tions/wasters are reused to the extent of 50 percent to 60 
percent dependent upon the coinage programme for the 
period. 

Norms ran be fixed only when inputs of uniform standardised 
proportion of virgin metal, scrap etc. are used in melting 
section. The quality of slabs received from melting sec
tion also vary from time .to time. In practice this cannot 
be maintained as the scissel and scrap arisings which 
varies according to the quantity of blanks cut, have to 
be disposed off. Scissels and wasters in cutting section 
vary from time to time according to the denomination of 
coin blanks cut and the quality of strips produced in the 
Rolling Department." 
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84. According to Audit Paragraph, the actual arisings 0f scissels 
and wasters in Cutting Section in Bombay Mint during the · period 
1977-78 to 1983-84 were as follows: · 

Denomination of coins Percentage of rejections 
( scissel) 

wasters 

5 paise Between 39· 7 to 41 ·5 

10 paise Between 40·5 to 49·3 

30 paise 40·2 

25 paise Between 34·0 to 37·8 

50 paise Between 34 · 2 to 37 · 9 

1 Rupee Between 35 . 3 to 36 4 

2 Rupees Between 34.4 to 35·7 

·The reasons for wide variations in effi.c.ienc:lf and iarisings o~ 
scissel have not been analysed by the Management. 

85•. The Committee wanted to know as to why the reasons for 
wdde variations in percentages of ·arisal of scissels/wasters in Cutting 
Section in Bombay Mint have not been analysed. The Ministry of 
Finance (DEA) stated in a note: 

"This is being done in the costing section and feed back given 
to the shop-floor department concerned of Bombay Mint 
for takri.ng remedial measures." 

86. In Action Taken Note in, respect of para 61 of Audit Report 
(Civil) 1982-83 India Government Mint, Hyderabad the Ministry of 
Finance stated as under: 

"It is not possible to avoid variations in yield. However, day
to-day figures are now being kept and watched for signi
fic;mt variations to enable us to take remedial action." 

87. As regards the results of such a review in Hyderabad Mint, 
the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated as follows: 

' "The day-to-day review of .the figures of performance has 
helped in that the exe<:utive is able to take action on the 
spot and control fluctuations in figures within the limits 
imposed by the old equipment and to maintain the yield 
at the average level." 

• 
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88. In reply to a questien as to whether this system has been 
introduced in ·Bombay and Calcutta Mints, the Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) replied in negative . 

. 89. Acco~ding to Audit Paragraph, the peFcentage oi defective 
coins of 5p., lOp. and 20p. is high in examining Section in Bombay 
Mint. The Committee enquired about the ·steps ·taken to improve 
the performance of operators and coining presses. The Ministry of 
Finance (DEA) stated as_ follows: 

"Defects in the coins a~ise on account of various factors 1ike 
defects in melting, blanking and coining. Steps :will be 
taken with the introduction of the Industrial Engineering/ 

· Quality Control Cell to ensure that bad quality of a com
ponent does not pass from one process to another." 

90. The Committee wanted to know whether the day-to-day 
rejections of coins were being analysed .and remedial action .taken 
to reduce rejections in all the three Mints. The Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) replied in affirmative. 

Accumulation of rejectionslwaste:s 

. .gi. Audit Pa.ra points out that- normally the rejections/wasters 
are re-melted and used in the production of coins. l'I0wever, the 
stock of rejections/wasters have been increasing every year from 
1979-80 and have increased steeply during 1982-83 .and 1983-64 (Bom
ba~ Mint). 

92. The Committee enquired as to- why were the rejections, was
ters and ·uncurrent c@lns allow-ed to accumulate and a1so about the 
steps taken to avoid these accumulations. The Ministry of Finance <;, 

(DEA) explained in a note as follows: 

Bombay Mint I_ 

The Coinage Programme laid more em,phasis on Cupro-nickel 
coins which necessitate diversion of maximum melting 
capacity for cupro-nickel alloy restricting -the availability 
of melting capacity for aluminium magnesium. The 
requirements of aluminium-magnesium coins was met out 
of ready-made extrusions procured from ·outsi'dle. The 
rejections arising out 0f ±hese .aluminium-magnesium ex
trusions and uncurrent coins could not be melted within 
the restricted capacity. 'The rejecti©nS are being got con
verted from outside sources and expected to come down 
considerably. 
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CalcuttJa Mint 

The responsibility for disposal of dross has been entrusted, 
to .MSTC Calcutta (a Govt. · of India Undertaking). Effec
tive steps have been taken to convert aluminium magne
sium scissels into strips for re-use in the coinage produc
tion. 

Hyderabad Mint 

"No accumulatio:ri. of rejections, wasters and uncurrent coins 
are allowed in this Mint. As and when they are avail
able they are sent for remelting to the Melting Depart-
ment immediately." · 

93. According to Audit Paragraph, the Bomb_ay Mint stated 
(January 1985) as 1mder: 

"We are exploring the possibility of getting rejections melted 
and ,conve.rted into good bars/strips by alte;rnative methods 
due to constraints on our melting capacity." · 

94. The Committee enquire.cl about the constraints on melting 
capacity of the Mint which have resulted in heavy accumulation of 
rejections etc. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) i·eplied in a note: 

"Bombay Mint : 

Accumulation. of certain amount of rej~ctions/wasters is in
evitable in the process. As already mentioned r ejections/ 
wasters are used only in certain proportion to the virgin 
metal. Hence, stocking of rejections becomes inevitable 
for progressive use with the proportional quantity of virgin 
metal whenever required. 

The Bombay Mint which was working 60 hours/ week y.rith 
in(!entive upto Ma-rch 77 and 54 h ours/week upto May 78 
was naturally melting more metal r esulting in larger . 
accumulaEon. The working h ours of the Mint was reduc
ed to 48 hours/week in May 78 a11d the melting operations 
were considerably reduced due to reduced working hours 
and industrial unrest . There was, therefore , no scope for 
consuming larger quantity of rejections. In addition to 
this fresh rejections and uncurrent coins were also accu
mulated. As there .is no way of using the rejections alone 
in the melting operations. it becomes inertable to accumu
late rejections . 

1453 LS-4 I: 
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95. In reply to Committee's query about the disposal of uncurrent 
coins, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated as under: 

'~Bombay Mint: 

The uncurrent coins are defaced or melted and used in the 
process." ! 

"Hyderabad Mint: 

Uncurrent coins are added to the metal stock in the Mint and 
, are issued to melting section for remelting after taking 
proper care." 

96. In reply t9 another query regarding the value of .rejections! 
wasters and uncurrent coins lying in each of the three Mints as on 
31-3-1985, the Ministry. of Finance (DEA) furnished the following 
information: 

"Bombay M int I 

The value of rejections/wasters and the uncur,rent coins in the 
Bombay Mint as on 31-3-1985 is, 

(i) Rejections/wasters: Rs. 3,28,36,4591-

(ii) Uncurrent withdrawn: Rs. 7,18,412/-. 

Hyderabad Mint: 

The value of scissel, wasters, uncurrent coins at Hyderabad as 
on 31-3-1985· is as under: 

Rs. 13.85 lakbs comprising of 

Scissel, scrap, waster etc. 

Withdrawn coins 

Rs. 2.84 lakhs 

Rs. I l.02 lakbs 

Util~ation of Machinery 

97. It is learnt from Audit that in Action ·Taken Note in respect 
of India Government Mint, Hyderabad, the Ministry o~ Finance 
stated (December 1984) as l:lnder: 

.. 
·I 

"In the case : of production machines, day to day records of 
machines of production work, machines unde.r repairs and 
machines on stand-by are ·maintained in all production 
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departments from July 1984 onwards (except in the Coin: 

ing Department where such records are already being kept) 

in the sections and are made use by the. Shop Floor Officers.~' 

98. According to Audit Para, the Bombay Mint has not maintained 

machine-wise log sheets and it has also not worked out available 

machine hours, hours used for production, idle hours etc. in respect 

of each machine. The Committee desired to know as to what steps 

have been taken for mai?tenance of machine-wise log shee~s with 

a view to ascertaining extent of utilisation of each machine at Bom

bay and Calcutta Mints. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) have stated 

~a n~: ! 

"Maintenai1ce of machine-wise data is a voluminous p.roc·ess. 

In the absence of adequate trained men it has not been 
possible/practicable to maintain these data. With the for

mulation of industrial engineering Cell in the mints, it 

w ill be possible to examine this aspect and pursue". 

99. The ~ommittee pointed out that the records of machines are
being maintained in all production departments of Hyderabad Mint 

from July, 19-84 and enquired about the reasons for not making use 

of the experience of Hyderabad Mint in · India Government Mint, 
Bombay. 

The Ministry of Finance (DEA) in a note r~plied as follows ~ 

"Bombay Mint: , I .• 

It has not been possible to follow the experience of the Hydera

bad Mint in Bombay Mint because of the sheer volume of 

work involved and the large number of machineries in 

use in that Mint. However, the Bombay Mfut is seized 

of this matter and expect to introduce this as soon as 
the Tndustrial Engineering Cert is set up.'' 

· 100. However, according to para 61 of the Audit Report (Civil}, 

·1982-83-India Government Mint, Hyderabad, . ~est checks ~ade in 

audit for the years 197
1
9-80 and 1980-81 with reference to the daily 
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statements of idle hours recorded in respect of coining Presses reveal-
ed the following position: · · · 

1979-80 1980-81 

Hours Percentage hours ·Percentage 

Available hours 1,05,608 1,17.408 

Hours spent on pro~uction jobs 28,368 26·86 36,536 31 · 12 
Hours lost due to break-down . 36,168 24·25 44,657 38·04 
Stand by hours 18,480 17•50 12,298 10 .47 
Idle hours 22,592 21 39 23,917 20 37 

101. It will be seen from t!ie above that 34 and 38 per cent of 
the available hours were lost due to break-down of machines in the 
years 1979-80 and 1980-81 respectively. No machine log books are . 
maintained by the Mint with a view to recording the details of 
periodical maintenance and break-down of machines. An a-nalysfs 
of the machine-wise break-doWn dur ing 1980-81 revealed that out 
of 24 machines in coining department, 8 machines were under repairs 
continuously for over 9 m onths. Of these 4 machines were com
missioned in 1973-74 and 1974-75 and one machine in March 19-76. 

102. According to Audit sub-para 57.3, the Bombay Mint has no 
system of recording machine-wise/ year-wise details of expenditure 
incurred on repairs and maintenance. The Committee enquired as 
to h ow, in the absence of such recerd of expenditure, the costing 
system envisages collection and allocation of expenses to departments 
with a view to comparing them periodically with budgetted costs and 
analysing the variations. The Min1stry of Finance (DEA) stated 
in a note as follows : 

"In the absence of the machine-wise data, the. expenditure 
commonly booked were located and absorbed on machines 

·on the basis of capital cost of the m_achine. Scientific 
system is, however, expected to be introduced with the 
setting up of the Inqustrial Engineering Cell." 

103. In reply to a question regarding the percentage of old 
machines which have ·completed their p.ormal life to the total num
ber of machines in each of the three Mints, the Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) int~mated the following figures: 

e'Bombay Mint 

The percentage of old machines which have completed their 
normal life v$ -a-vis the new machines is 61.2 per cent. 
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Hyderabad Mimt 

Taking the Mint production departments into account the 
position of old machines to the total number cf machines 
at Hyderabad Mint as on 31-3-1985 is as under: 

- ---------- ------ - - --- - - ------
· Melting Section 100% 

Rolling Secticn 

Cutt ing Section 100% 

Anu~a ling Section 

Coining Section 35% 

Ca~cutta Mint 

Many of the machinery in the departments other than Coining 
Department in the Calcutta Mint have outlived its esti
mated span of life. Howeve.r, the·se are also in nmning 
condition and giving reasonable service without calling 
for excession maintenance. In the co 'ning department 
after replacement of eight machines, out of a total of 51 
machines, 10 have completed their normal life." 

104. When asked about the perspective plan of replacement of 
these machip.eries, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) have replied as 
follows : 

"The Gove.rnment of India have decided to appoint tM/s. 
MECON to •conduct a study on the modernisation ])ro
gramme of the 3-,Mints. The study will be cond 1i:-ted as 
soon as Government takes a decision on the recommenda
tion of the Coinage Policy Committee relating to the metal 
alloy, change in denomination etc. of the coins. Decision 
regarding replacement of old machines and additions of 
sophisticated machines would be take!1: after the comple
tioo of the study by Mis. MECON." 

105. On being ask~d as to why the Mints have not ~een modernised 
in the-past, the Secretary, Mip.istry of Finance stated during evidence, 
u follows: · 

"Certain decisions were taken by the Baijal Committee. How ,, 
exactly the modernisation has to be done, is under con-
sideration. :'it "the moment we are now having ideas." 
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He further added: 

"We wiU have to proceed in another direction if we decide on 
stainiess steel. In the futu.re metal is decided on, then 
we can go in for modernisation or modification of the 
plant. As soon as we get a decision on the report of the 
Committee we may change it. We may have to continue 
to have cupro-nikel for some coins for the time being." 

106. Enquired as to state the relahonship between the metal used 
for minting coins and modernisation or modification of the plant, 
the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated 'in a note as follows: 

"The equipment required for producing coins from non-ferrous 
metals like AL.Mg. and C.N. are entirely different from 
those required fo.r producing coins from ferrous steel. As 
modernisation or modification of plant has to be p!anned 
on a long terms basis, it is essential that the metal to be 
used for coins should be definitely fixed. Otherwise, the 
capacity created for manufacturing coins from C. N. or 
Al.Mg. will go waste and at the same time, the. n on
availability of capacity for p.roducing coins from steel will 
result in low production of such steel coins, creating a 
scarcity of coins in the market." 

Costing: 

107. The comparative statement of cost of production of different 
denominations of coins (Appendix ID as furnished by Audit, reveals · 
abnormal variations in the cost of p.roduction of different denomina
tions of coins in the three. mints. The Committee desired ·to know 
the reasons for the same. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated 
in a note: 

"The cost of production of coins depend upon the process 
adopted, percentage of metals used, percentage of virgin 
metals used and overhead cost of the Mints. Further the 
manufacturing cost consisting of direct labour cost, in
direct labour cost, material cost, apportionment of the 
service charges etc-. are hardly uniform in all the. 3 Mints. 
Hence the variation in cost." 

108. On being asked about the steps taken to improve utilisation 
t0f C"·apacity of each machine to reduce cost of production and losses. 
'The Ministry of Finance (DEA) have replied in a note as under:, 

"The machines are being used to the maximum possible extent. 
Working hours have been extended from 48 hours a week 
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,,, to 54 hours a week and the incentive sche.me is also in 
operatiop." 

109. In reply to a pertinent query of t_he Committee as to how 
-could the Mint ensure utilisation of the machinery to the maximum 
possible extent in the absence · of any data on availability and utilisa
tion of machine hours etc. the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in 
a note: ! 

"It has to be pointed out here that about 50 per cent of the 
machinery has outlived its economic life and should · 
have been discarded long back. The machines are utili
sed to the maximum extent possible in the sense that 
they are coaxed to yield one more hour output from the 
previous period, and by introducing the incentive scheme, 
the workers are motivated to produce as much as possi
ble from the exis ~ing aged· machines. As it is; this utlli
sation itself is taxing the machines, leading to break
downs now and then. 

As far as new machines are concerned, norms are being fix
ed accprding to experience and the capacity of the machi
nes. On · the basis of the new machines and the existing 
old machines, the overall production which we are 
maintaining under incentive indicates that the utilisation 
is maximum." 

110. The Committee pointed out that the cost of production per 
piece of coin has been more than their face value in case of 5 and 
10 paise denominations and enqui.re about the intrinsic value in 
respect of these coins. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) have inti
m ated as follows: · 

"The intrinsic value of 5p and lOp coins ma:nufactured in the 
Bombay Mint is as .under: 

D enomination 

5 paise 

10 paise 

- --------

Intrinsic value/ 
Metal value 

3·66 paise 

4·27 paise 

111. In reply to Starred question No. 161 (Lok Sabha) regarding 
·the extrmt to which the Indian coins manufactured in foreign coun-

. . 
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tries· were found to be cost beneficient. The Minister of State in 
the .Ministry of Finance stated as follows.: 

"The cost benefit per piece is 16 paise for one rupee coin, 
13.5 paise for 50 paise coin and 10 paise for 25 paise coin. 

112. The Committee desired to know the reasons for lower cost 
in ~oreign mintage as compared to the cost of productiotl in Indian 
Mints. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) explained the position as 
follows: 

"'The comparison of the costs of the coins quoted by the 
foreign firms with the costs of coins minted in the Mints 
show that (i) ·the metal costs are higher as compared to 
the foreign suppliers. The major reas_ons for this is that 
the metal used by this Mint is priced after taking into 
account custom duty charged on it. The metal cost can 
be reduced by not charging the custom duty on the. im
port of coinage metal. 

(ii) the manufacturing costs as compared to the foreign Mints 
are higher here because of the low productivity per wor
ker in the mint due to usage of old ~nd absolete equip
ment, more wastages in the processes due to inaccurate 
equipment. It can be stat ed here. that most of the foreign 
mints are equipped on modern process fl.ow system using 
highly sophisticated, automatic or · semi-automatic machi
nes whereas we are still carrying out the manufacture 
section wise and vvith some times counter flow processes 
due t o space constr aint. Further our workin·g is mostly 
labour oriented. The streamlining of the methods and 
process flows and provision of modern equipment o.f good 
quality will defin itely help in reducing the manufacturing 
costs at this Mint.'' 

113. The Aucrt P ara points ou t .th at no n~xms have been fixed 
for arising of wasters and rejections in any of the coh1ing processes 
and that the percentage of operational loss !n melting process in res
pect of aluminium-magnesium has ex ceeded the prescribed norm 
durin,g the years 1979-80, 1982-83 and l983-84. According to Minisfry 
of Finance, norms for wasters/ rejections in coining processes in Rol
ling Section to Coining Section can be fixed only when slabs of uni
form quality are r eceived from Melting Section. The Committee 
are also informed that the Bombay Mint lias 'r ecently introduced 
continuous casting with the help of sophisticated machinery and the 

f 
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oper.atioual r ejectioil in casting bars have now' been eliminated to a
\'.ery great extent'. The Committee, )iowever, note that the remaining, 
two Mints still have oil fired tilting fiu·naces in operatlon in the mel
ting sections. 

114. The Committee find from Paragraph 61 of the Report. of 
C&AG of India for the year 1982-83, Union GoveTnment (CivU) re
gai·ding India Government Mint, -H l'derabad that there had been a 
sudcien increase in the fuel oil consump tion in Melting Section of 

. Hyder abad Mint from the year 1977-78 onwards. According to the in
formation furnished by the Ministry, the reasons · for this j11crease 

u in fuel oil consumption in melting process . were attributable to the 
r educed working hours and the time gap or about 9 hours between 
the closure of the shifts and its commencement on next day result
ing in considerable heat loss in the furnaces . The Committee re,,.aret 
to note that po timely action was ta!£en fo1· i·eadjustment of the' 
sh!fi:s in Melting Section with a vie''" to economicaLy utiiising the 
furnaces in operation in Hyderabad Mint. The system of continuing 
the present casting techniques in Calcutta and Hyderabad Mints re
quires an assessment of cost-benefit ratio as the co tinued use of pri
mitive casting tec!miques have not only resulted in · abno1nial opera
tional losses but have also affected the pei:formance of the Mi!1t . 

115. Huge stock o! rejeciions/wasters and uncunent coins has 
b een accumulating in Bomhay Mint year after year from 1979-80 
onwards. Acco1·diug to the information furnished to the Committee, 
the value of re~ections/wasters and the uncunen t coins lying in 
Bombay l\fint as on 31-3-19S5 is Rs. 3,28,36,459 and Rs. 7,18,412 res.,. 
pect i ~el~'· While the aluminium magnesium coins were made :from 
·1·eady made extrusions procured from outside, the i·ejections arising 
out of these extrusions along-with the uncurrent coins could not be 
meHed 'wi hin t e restricted capacity'. Even the exta"Q.t casting sys
tem 'with the he~p of sophj.,ticated machinery' adopted: in Bombay 
Mint has ailed to meet the necess~ry diversion of melting capacity 
fr om one alloy to another with the result t~at the Mint has b een ex· 
ploring the ossibility .of ,gettit g: the reject"ort p ocessed through out
si e agencies. The Comm1ttee fail to understand the log1c. behind 
the belat d dedsion of the Government to get the 1·ejectio 1s melted 
from outside agencies. It is imnerative that tl ~ Mi.nistry of Finance 

' realised the necessity for takinl?' concrete steps for aug-menthig- the 
melting canacitv of the Mj ts throU<!h. modern techniq es so as to 
efl!ecf aU possihl~ eeonom~es Mnsistent with th~ Teo•.liTP.me11fs of · 
the Mints. 
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11_6. ~he_ Committee note that ' the working in the existing Mints , 
i~ labour oriented and section-wise manufac.tll.rijig isl undertaken 
in the coining process. According .t.o Ministry of Finance, the 
Mints sometimes have to carry with thel . 'counter flow processes 
due to 5pace constraint'. Most of the machines in operatio:D' in the 
various production sections have outlived its normal span of life, 
and in spite of the failu re of the existing Mints in meeting country's 
coinage 1·equireme:rit fully, no concrete steps have yet been taken 
u y the Government for replacement of the old machinery except 
r ecent installation of 22 imported coining presses either as addi
tions 01· in replacement of thel old ones in the existing Mints. 
M/s. MECON appointed as Engineering Consultants to conduct a 
study on the modernisation of the · Mints, are yet to sltart their 
study due to the impending decision of the Government on the 
coinage alloy to he used in future. The fact however r emains that 
the Government has displayed apathetic attitude tow;irds updating 
the production technology in the Mints with the result that the 
conditions in the production sections of the Mints are far from 
satisfactory. The fact that the Indian coins manufactured in fore-
ign mints are> t'Ost bene:ficient further str engthens Committee's view 
that the Government has not worked out the economics of produc-
tion in the existing Mints. In the absence of such an exercise, the 
Committee are unable to understan d how thel Government can 
enstll'e opth um and econ~mic production of coins in the best :finan-
cial in te1·est of the Government. The Committee desire that Gov
ernment, after taking into consideration the future coinage alloy, 
sl1ould expeditiously take appropriate steps for providing the latest 
technology in the existin,~ m ints so as to effect utmost economy in 
the cost of im}duction of coins. The Commitfee would also like to 
he . ~llpdsE!d of the steps taken in this r egard. 

117. The Committee note that the Mints at Bombay and Calcutta 
a1·e not main taining machine-wise data with a view to ascertaining 
i:he extent of utilisation of each machine vis-a-v,is the available 
machine hours. Although the Hyde~abad Mint has been mainfoining 
such r ecords in all production departments, the experience of 
Hyderabad is stated to have been not followed in; Bombay Mint be
cause of the 'sheelr volume of work involved and large number of 
machineries in use'. The Commit'tee however, find from Paragraph 
61 of the Report of the C&AG of India for t~e year 1982-83, Union 
Government (Civil) regarding India GovernmEint Mint, Hyderabafl 

-that 34 and 38 per cent of the available hours were lost due to 
lneak-down of machines in the years 1979-80 and 1980-81 respective
ly in the coining presses in Hyderabad. According to this Audit 
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Para, an analysis of the machine-wise break-down during 1980-81 

revealed that one-third of the machiines in coining departments were 

under repairs continuously for over nine months. The Committee 

feel that this is a disturbing feature especially when 'the workers 

.are motivated to produce as much as possible from the existing 

aged machines' leading to break downs now and then. The Com

mittee need hardly emphasise that complete records of the plants 

and equipments showing the number of break-downs, total number 

of man/machines hours lost and the losses suffe\red as a result 

. thereof should be properly maintained so that the pr ecise reasons of 

break downs etc. could be identified for conclusive action to avert 

their i·c'cnrrence. 

118. It is disquieting to note that the Bombay Mint h as no sys· 

tem of r ecording machine-wise/ year-wise . details of expenditure in · 

curred on i·epairs and ·maintenance. According to the information 

fur~ished by ihe' Ministry of Finance, 'in the absence of the machine· 

wise data, the expenditure commonly booked w e1·e located and ab

sorbed on machines on the basis of capital cost of the m achines'. 

In the absence of these de~ails it would be well nigh impossible for 

the Government to review the performanc~ of machine with . a view 

to seeing whether these\ have outlived their utility and in many 

cases it may even be advisable to go in for new machines incor 

porating latest technology which may be economical and efficient 

leading to optimum utilisation. The present piece-meal approach 

·and fau lty and indecisive planning is the main cause for this sad· 

-state of affairs in the Mints. The matter needs urgent attention so 

that obsolete and defective machines arel replaced. Capacity h as to 

be increased by expanding or by establishing new machines. The 

·Committee ~eed hardly point out that extant system of allocation of 

ei.xpenditu1·e is unscientific and inadequate to render useful infor· 

mation to the management on actual repairs and maintenance of 

machinery. The Committee would urge the Governmelnt to introduce 

~ · scientific ~ystem intended to m onitor and check effe~cth•ely the 

actual i·epair~/maintenance expenditure on the machines in differ-

-.ent production sections of the Mint. 
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Working Results 

119. The Audit have furnished a comparative statement (repro
duced below) of net profit/loss in all three Mints: 

NET PROFIT(+ ) /LOSS(-) 

(Rs. in lakhs) 
- ---··- --

'Year B c H ' 

1976-77 . ( + ) 562 · 13 ( I ) 1040 · 66 ( I- )171 00 

1977-78 . (+ ) 47· 30 ( + ) 282 ·78 ( + ) 36· 26 

1978-79 . ( + ) 261 ·91 '( -1 )176·62 (-) 26· 71 

1979-80 (+ ) 126· 01 (+ ) 139· 18 (-) 49· 51 

1980-81 • NA (1-) 83·13 (-)40·17 

1981-82 . @ @ (-) 81 64 

1982-83 • ([. ® (- ) 13 137 

1983-84 . @ @ 

- ~ ~---- --··-- -----
@Proforma Accounts have not been compiled. 

120. From the above, it is observed that the;re was fall in the 
net profit in 1973-79 to 1980-81 as compared to that in 1976-77/1977·78 
in Calcµ.tta and Bombay Mints in addition to losses in Hyderabad 
Mint from 1978-79 onwards. The Committee enquired about the 
reasons for the same. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) explained 
the position in a n ote as follows : 

"The cost of production of coin is directly dependent upon 
facto:rs like cost of metal and cost of labour . As the cost 
of both have gone up between 1977-78 and 1980-81 and 
the credit for the face value of the coins delivered to the 
RBI remaining the same, the increase in cost of production 
has had its impact on the net profit. · Hence the reduction 
in net profit. Another reason for the fall in net profit is 
due to reduced output on account of reduced hours of 
work. 

Hyderabad Mint was manufactud hg only low denomination 
coins 5p and lOp in the earlier years. As the-cost of pro-· 
duction of these coins is considerably higher than their 
face value, loss was being incurred every year. From 
1983-84 onwards, as the Mint is manufacturing higher 
denomination coins of 20p., this Mint is also making some: 
profit." 

0 
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121. 'rhe Committee wanted to know the net profit of the Hydera
bad Mint in 1983-84 and 1984-85. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) 
stated: " · · · ·' · : :' I 

"The profit for Hyderabad Mint for 1983-~ is abotit Rs. 33 
lakhs (subject to certification by audit). 

The ammounts for 1984-85 are under preparation and a pre
liminary estimate.s shows a loss of about Rs. 16 lakhs." 

Deba.y in co.m:pifotion of proforma accounts 

122. According to Audit' para, there was delay in compilation of 
proforma accounts of the Mint. The Committee pointed out that 
as delays in compilation of proforma accounts rentler managerial 
control including cost control ineffective, what measures, both short 
term and long ter_m are being adopted to clear the outstanding and 
timely submission of these in future. T~J.e Ministry of Finance (DEA) 
in their re.ply explained the position as follows: 

" Bombay Mint 

The- Director of Comme.rcial Audit, Bombay is holding up 
certification of the accounts for 1981-82 and 1982-83 for the 
reason that the concurrence of C&AG has not been obtain
ed for the ama! gamation of the proforma accounts of the 
Assay Department with that of the Mint. The Accounts 
for 1983-84 will be fu,rnished to Audit soon after the 
accounts for the immediately preceeding two years are 
certified by the Audit. 

Calcutta M int 

Accounts for 1981-82 have since been completed and Audit , 
has been intimated. 1982-83 Accounts are in its final 
stage awaiting r econciliation of Stores Accounts. 1983-84 
accounts is also progressing simultaneously. A time 
bound programme · has been chalked out to bring up 
arrears Proforma Accounts till 1!}84-85 during 1986-8'7 
itself: 

Th e present system of converting Government Accounts to 
conimercial accounts ahd then as cost of production 
accoun ts is ·elaborate and time ·consuming process. · An 

·integrated financial .and co.st Accounting system· will en- · 
sure ,Prompt and periodic . reporting in addition to timely 
compilation,. of proforma and production cost account." 
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Introduction of integrated cost and -financial control system 

123. It is seen from Audit Para that the Ministry of Finance in 
September 1973 made certain proposals with a view to evolving a 
unifortr! system of costing for adoption by all the three mints so as 
to enable proper comparison of cost of production of the coins of 
each denomination. The system has not been introduced so far. 
The Mint stated (February 1984) that: 

"The study group for introduction of the integrated cost and 
financial control system in the Mint is still awaited." 

The Committee desired to know as to why the uniform system 
of costing for adoption by all the three Mints has not been intro
duced. The Ministry of Finqnce (DEA) stated in a note: 

"Uniform system of costing had not been introduced in the 
Mints mainly because each Mint followed its own estab
lished method. · No atfempt has yet been made to intro
duce integrated cost and financial -control. Although the 
proposal for conducting a study for the introduction of 
integrated cost and financial control system was consi
dered in late 1970s it was not followed up. However, a 
decision has recently been taken for appointment of a 
suitable agency for conducting the study. Steps are being 
taken to appoint the agency." 

124. On being asked as to when the agency for conducting the 
said study is likely to be appointed, the Ministry of Finance (DEA.) 
stated in a note: 

" ..... quotations have already been invited from Consult
ancy Firms, and they are yet to be evaluated. After 
evaluation of the quotations, a decision will be taken for 
appointing, a Management Ccmsultancy Firm to under- o 
take the study." 

Sundry Debtors 
.. 

125. According to Audit Para, the debts amounting to Rs. 101.38 
lakhs were outstanding as on 31st March, 1983. The Mint is not 

· having partywise details of the amount of Rs. 72.58 lakhs outstand
ing for the years 1959-60 to 1975-76. 

126. In reply to a question about the latest position regarding 
realisation of outstanding debts for · the post-departmentalisation 
period, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a note as follows: 

"As regards the outstanding claims pertaining to post-depart
mentalisation period, most of the claims have ~n realised 

--
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and the parties against whom the amounts are outstand- · 
ing reminded regularly to liquidate the outstanding: 
claims." 

127. The ·Ministry of Finance (DEA) further stated in a note: 

"Further to eliminate such debts in future the Mint has since· 
restored to billing the parties in advance and only after 
realisation of the amqunt due, the materials are supplied.". 

Inventory Control 

128. The Audit Para points eut that the physical verification of 
stores is required to be done at least once a year. The physical 
verification of the stores in th~ Bombay Mint for the year 1980-81 
was not conducted and that for the year 1981-82 to 1983-84 was not 
complete. According to the Audit, the Mint stated (May 1983) as 
follows: ' I , ; ;. 

"The v~rification of stores for: the year 1979-80 was started 
from February 1980 and concluded by December 1980. 
Hence, no further verification for 1980-81 was conducted. 
The physical verification for the year 1981-82 was carried 
from April 1981 to July 1981 but Qould be completed on1y 
partly due to sickness.., of staff. The verification for _the 
year 1982-83 has already been conducted and the analysis 
is in process." 

129. The Committee enquired whether the physical verification 
·of the stores in all the three Mints carried out once a year and de
sired to know the dates of st~rt and completion of such verification 
in all the three Mints during the period 1!}81-85. The Ministry of · 
Finance · (DEA) have explained . the position as under: 

"Bombay Mint 

Physical· verification of stores is being d~ne every year. For · 
the last 3 years the dates are as under:-

--·---- ------
Year Date of commence- Date of completion ·. 

ment of verificatiou of verification 

----
1982-83 lS-12-82 31-3-83 

1983-84 2-1-84 31-3-84 

1984-85 7-l-8S 2J-3-8S 
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Calcutta Mint 

Physical verification of stores. 

During 1981-82, physical verification of stores was conducted 
from 24-7-81 .to . 1-9-8J. This was a partial verification 
of stores. During 1982-83, no verification was made · as 
'the adjustment in 1981-82 stores verification was not 
complete. During 1983-84, ~rom 22-4-83 to 28-8-83, 
stores verification was conducted. However, due to non-

. posting of stores ledgers, pay scale variation was detected 

and re-verification and reconciliation of store was 

entrusted to the store staff during 1984-85. Fresh veri-

- fl.cation was again started from February, 1985. During 

1985-86, the verification of store is being continued and it 

will be completed by middle of March 1986: Reconcilia

tion of stores .account wi'.l also expedite compilation of 

Proforma A~counts . 

Hyderabad ·Mint 

The physical verification of stores h as been carried out as· 

under:-

E r.ded 

198 1-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
1984-85 
985-86 

29. 11 . 82 

I .2 N 
10 4. 85 

u;ider n rification 

130. The Audit para points out that the Mint has not fixed · the 

maxi!Jlum, minimum and ordering levels for the consumable stores. 

The Committee desired t o know the reasons for the same. The . . 
Ministry of Finance (DEA) have in a note r eplied as follows: 

"The maximum, minimum and ordering levels in all the con

sumable stores were fixed in 1982. Howev.er, due to 

introdu'ction of the new incentive scheme thG!se levels 

needed to be revised due to considerable change in the 

consumption level due to increase in production. The 

revision of this ordering level has been taken up and will 

be completed shortly." 

\ ) 

0 
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131. It is also learn from Audit that the closing balance of the 
stock of store as on 31st March for the year 1979-80 to 1983-84 at 
three Mints were as under: 

Year 

1919·80 

1980-81 

1981·82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

@ Figures not available. 

(figures Rupees In lakh8) · 

Bombay l Calcutta !Hyderabad 

102·40 ~ 38 01 .-·~~ 18 .37 

95.11 

89·27 

19·54 

93·36 

S0·48 _;.:' 16.72 

44•23 

@ 

@ 

15•91 

132. Explaining the reasons for accumulation of inventory in 
each_ year in all the three Mints. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) 
stated as follows: I .. " 

"Bombay Mint ' 

The Mints are required to keep a stock of six months require
ment of nickel, aluminium and other metal in order to 
ensure uninterrupted production. In addition, the Bom
bay Mint has to hold 1025 bars of 58 per cent Nickel 
steel in stock. This item had to be imported for convert
ing existing 1250 working standard metres of pure nickel 
into 58 per cent nickel steel as per OIMIL specifications 
under the National Standard Rules of India. As the 
OIMIL rules still remain only in draft stage the inventory 
had to be carried forward. 

The Director of Weights and Measures, Ministry of Com
merce is being addressed to ascertain whether the Rules 
are being finalised or the stock can be disposed of as no 
longer required. 

Hyd-erabad Mint 

The main reason of accumulation of stores at Hyderabad 
Mint was due to change in the coinage alloy and stop
page of production of cupro-nickel coins due to pollution 
problems. 
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Calcutta Mint · 

Revamping of stores procedure and inventory controls is in 
hand and it is expected to take six months t ime to make a 
complete assessment. The Mint has been advised to 
complete the survey and report expeditiously." 

133. At the instance of the Committee, the Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) have intimated the following inforrnat~on regarding the 
issue/balance of stores in stock ratio for the last three years. 

"Bombay Mint 

The issue/balance of stores in stock ratio of Bombay Mint 
for last three years is as under: 

I -·-·-----·- ----- ----- - - - --- -- ~ 

Year Issue/Consumption Balance 

--------··- ···-· ·- -·-·-- ----···- - -- -·--··-··-- - - - ·- -· -- ---· - --
1~~ n 
1983-84 88 

1984-85 97 

The higher balanee ratio compared to issue is mainly due to 
certain high value closing l;>alances ·especially items like 
Nickel Steel Bar which is being carried forward from 
1974-76 and imported crucibles. As these items cannot be 
procured at short notice, the carry over of such items 
becomes inevitable. · 

Hyderabad Mint 

The issue/balance of stores m stock ratio in the Hyderabad 
Mint is 

(a) 1982-83-11 consumption in stock 

(b)" 1983-84-10 months consumption in stock 

Calcutta Mint 

The Mint is engaged is streamlining of stores procedure and 
inventory controls, they have been advised to complete 
the work quickly and furnish the information". 

13'4. The Committee wanted to know as to why the stores have 
not be analysed into surplus, slow-moving, non-moving and obsolete 
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"items in Bombay ~nt. The Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated as 
follows: 

"Analysis of surplus, slow-moving, non-moving and obsolete 
store will _ be carried out shortly." 

135. In reply to a question regarding the value of surplus stores 
'lying in each of the Mints as on 31 -3-1985, fae. Ministry of Finance 
(DEA) furnished the following information : 

"Bombay Mint 

The surplus stores lying in this Mint as on 31-3-1985 had a 
value of Rs. 10.94 lakhs. 

Hyderabad Mint 

The surplus stores lying in this Mint as on 31-3-85 had a 
value of Rs. 42,262. 

Calcutta Mint 

Revamping of stores procedure and inventory control is in 
hand and it is expected to t ake 6 months time to make a 
complete assessment." 

136. As regards the steps taken t o dispose of surplus stores lying 
in Hyderabad and Calcutta Mints, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) 
stated in a note: 

".The surplus store items have been referred to the other 
2 Min ts to find out whether t hey need any of the items. 
If they do not need the items, they will be disposed of 
through local auction, tenders etc. as per procedure.'' 

D epar tmental Manual: 

137. According to Audit Para; the departmental manual ou tlin
ing the organisational set up and procedure for financlal and 
accounting ar rangements and specifying the duties and respon i
bilities of each category of staff has not/ been 'ptepared fpr Bombay 
Mint so far though the Internal Work Study Group of the Govern
ment has stressed the need for compil'ation of the same. 

138. The Committee desired to know the reasons for not prepar
ing the departmental manuaL for Bombay Mint. The Ministry of 
.Finance (DEA) stated in reply as follows: 

"Updating of the department manual which is more than 
·4 decades old is a whole t ime job and can be undertaken 
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only by an officer who has an overall knowlectp.e on the· 
organisation." 

139. Regarding the existence of Departmental manual in Hydera
bad and Calcutta Mints, the Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated as: 
follows : 

Hyderabad Mint 

"Department manuals do not exist at present in' Hyderaba<il. 
Mint." 

Calcutta Mint 

"There is no departmental manual for the Calcutta Mint. Th.e 
available documental manual is "code of the Mint R11les
l893." 

140. In reply to a questiqn as to when the Departmental Manuals 
for all the three mints are likely to be prepared and introduced, the 
Ministry of Finance (DEA) stated in a note as follows: 

' 
"It is proposed to ent rust the work of computation of a uni .... 

form manual for all the mints to consultants/Ivianage
ment Experts as it would contain both technical as well 
as accounting and administrative areas." 

141. The Committee regret to observe that the Proforma Ac
counts of Bombay and Calcutta Mints from 1981~82 are still in 
arrears with the result that the extent of net profit/loss in the 
working of these mints could not be considered in details. The pur
pose of prelparing these accounts is to judge whether the mintS> 
functioned with minimum financial outlay avoiding all unnecessary 
and extravagant expenditure and keeping in view the requirement 
of maximum physical output for minimum financial input. The de
layed preparation of these/ accounts would totally def eat the pur .. 
pose. 

142. The Committee find that although the Ministry of Finance 
considered a proposal for conducting a, study on the introduction of 
integrated cost and financial control system in · late 1970s, the samo 
was not followed up. According to the information furnished by
the Ministry of Finance, the uniform system of costing had not been 
~ntJ;"oduced in the Mints because each mint followed its own estab-

0 
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lished methods. The Committee have now been informed that the 
'Government Ji.as recently taken a decision for appointment of an 
agency for conducting such study. The Committee deplore that no 
timely steps welre taken by the Government for introduction of 
sue~ a system earlier so as to effectively analyse the factors for Uie 
abnormal variations in the cost of production of different denomin
ations of coins in the three Mints . besides elnsuring timely submis
sion of Proforma Accounts. The Committee would like the Minis
try to take appropriate steps for early introduction of integrated 
~st and fina11cial control system in the three mints. The, Com"' 
mittee would also like to be ap·p1·ised of the progress made by 
Bombay and Calcut.ta mints in .clearing the outstanding proforma 
accounts. 

143. It is disquieting to find that while the physical verification 
of stores is required to be conducted at 1J~ast once every year, such 
verification has not been properly conducted in most of the cases 
in all the tliree mints during the preceeding six years. Thie Com
mittee also obse!rve that the stores verifications in Calcutta Mint 
during the years 1982..-83 and 1983-84 could not be completed 
either due to incomplete stor~s adjustments· in the previous year or 
due to 11on-1)osting of stores ledgelrs etc. This is clearly indicative of 
lack of control with regard to accountal of stores and against can
ons of financial propriety. The Committee would lik.e the Ministry 
of fix r cspons1hility for the lapses in not undertaking the complete 
and timely annual physical verification of stores in all · the three 
Mints from 1979.:80 onwa1·ds. The Committee would also like the 
Ministry to issue instructions for proper a1mual verification of the 
stores in the ex isting Mints, fixing norms for permissible sl1ortages, 

I 

enforcing accountabili fy of officer for :riot conducting timely physical 
Telrification and fixing responsibility in cases involving heavy short
ages. 

144. The Committee find that Bombay Mint has not yet fixed 
maximum, minimum and or dering levels for the consumable stores 
nor analysed the stores into surplus, slow-moving and obsolete items, 
The ratio of issue of stores to the balance held in stock has been 
very high in Bombay Mint, it being 1:97 in 1984-85. According to 
the information furnished by the Ministry, the Bombay Mint had 
purchased 1025 bars of nickel for µtilisation under National Stand
ard Rules of India but this inventory had to be carried forward as 
the said Rules remained only in draft stage. Thel Committee feel 
concerned about these bars lying _unutilised and' would like to know 
the total value of such stock and the period for its remaining unuti-
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lised. The Co~ittee wouM a•so like\ th~ . ~inistry . of Finance· 
to a~p~int a gr~up o~ technical officers to examine the aspect of 
stores management so as to evolve an appropriate mechanism to. 
rationalise the inventories with a view to ensuring that these are · 
not. burndened by acquisition of stores far in excess . of inventory 
level ther eby blocking capital. The Committee may be apprised of 
the action taken in this regard. . . 

145. Another disquieting feature noticed by the Committee is that 
there is no depaxtmental manual in Calcutta and Hyderabad Mints 
and the depa1 cmental manual . for Bombay Mint is more than four 
decades old and has not beien updated from time to time. The Com
mittee fail to understand as to how the Mints functioned in the/ 
absence of departmental manual which not only lays down the pro
cedure for financial and accounting arrangements but. also specifies 
the dutiels and responsibilities of each category of staff. The Intemal 
Work Study Group of the Government of India had also laid emphasis 
on the need for maintenance of such a manual in the Mint. Thi9 
clearly indicates that the management have failed on th.is count. 
According to the Ministry of Finance, it is proposed to entrust the 
work of compiJation of a uniform manual for all the Mints to consul
tants/management experts 'as it would contain both technical as well 
as accounting and administrative areas'. The Committee hope that 
urgent steps would be taken to preparel the departmental manual in~ 
corporating latest decisions for being introduced in the Min'ts without 
any further loss of time. The Cominittee would like to be apprised. 
of the· action taken in this dire!ction. 

146. The observation of the Committee aforesaid leads the Com
mitt~e to inevitable conclusio"n that there bas be~~ a dismal failure of 
the Ministry of Finance in managing the affairs of the Mint. Due 
to lackadaisical approach to the problems of the Mint, the Government 
Mints wbich havei been in production for over a century, have almost 
become obsolete. Lack of replacement and rehabilifation program
me has led to the continuance of overaged and obsolete machines 
wliich have a poor out~turn as comp,ared ·to the n~ machine~. Had 
this part of the issue received proper 'attention in time, perhaps, th.e 
neecl for import of coins from abr9ad would not hav~ arisen. at all. 
The system of forecast for thel r~uirement of the coin~, its p;roouc
ti~n and circulation · requi:i:es to be thoroughly overhauled and re
o~iented so as to ensure that the sllOrtcoming's point~d l out by_ the 
Committee do not recur. Theire .has been total absence of the sys
tem of costing in the Mint, with the result that th~re is no ,cost coil· 
trol . and therefore economics of 'the production cannot be .judged. 
The Con:.mittee re:ommelnds that the sys'te~ of cost ' accowiting and 
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cost control, ai;c is suitable for an'y manufacturing unit, should be in· 
stituted forthwith to ensure that the cost of production remains 
under control and the output is economical. The Committee would 
specifically urge the Gove!rnment to arrange a review of-the existing 
over aged ma~hines engaged in the production of coins on a priority 
basis so as to examine whether these need replacement, keleping in 
view jhat the expenditure on their upkeep and maintenancet is on 
the high s"de and may justify purchase of new machines incorporat
ing latest technology which niay result in better out-turn.' 

NEW DELHI; 

April 24. 1987 
---

Vaisakha 4, 1909 (Saka) 

E. AYYAPU 'REDDY, 
Chairman, 

Public Accounts Committee 



APPENDIX I 

(Vide Para-I) 

MINISTRY OF FINANCE . 

(Department of Economic Affairs) 

. ,. 

57. India Government Mint, Bombay 

Overview 

The capacity of the Mint for minting the coins hai not 
been determined . (Part 57.2.01). 

'The targets of production of -coins as intimated by the 
Government of India were reduced from 4300 lakh pieces 
in 1977-78 to 335(). lakh pieces in 1981-82 (Para 57.2.02). 

The Mint did not achieve even the reduced target of pro
duction for any denomination of coin except 50 paise in 
1983-84, 25 paise and 10 paise during 1977-78, 19·82-83 and 
1983-84 (25 paise only) and 5 paise during 1977-78. Actual 
production decreased from 34.13 crore coins in 1977-78 · 
to 17.18 crore coins in 1980-81 but increased to 44.66 crore 
pieces in 1983-84 (Para 57.2.02) . 

- Shortage of coins, since early part of 1983. was attribut
ed to reduction in working hours in the Mint in April 
1977 and in May 1978 due to reduced demand of coins 
and failure of Reserve Bank of India to lift even the 
reduced quantum of coins produced in the Mints (Para r· 
57.2.03) . 

In the melting process the overall percentage of yield 
of good bars ranged from 85.2 to 91.1 and 94.1 to 98.1 in 
the case of Aluminium-Magnesium alloy and Cupro
Nickei [Para 57.2.04 (a)].. 

No norms have been fixed for arisings of rejections and 
wasters for any of the coining processes except melting 
process. There were wide variations in actual arisings of 
wasters from year to year in different sections [Para · 
57.2.04 (b-f)]. 
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Stock of rejectionslwasters have been increasing every 
year during 1979-80 to 1981-82 and there was steep increase 
during 1982-83 and 1983-84 resulting in blocking of money/ 
storage space (Par a 57.2.05). 

The Mint has not maintained machine-wise log sheets 
and it has not worked out availa·ble machine hours used 
for production, idle hours etc. The Mint has also not fixed 
any norms of production by each machine and has no 
system of keeping (mach.ine-wiselyear-wise) details of 
expenditure incurred on repairs and maintenance (Para 
57 .a> . · : · ._' · H 
Cost of production of coins has shown an increasing trend 
in respect of all the denomlliations from 1977-78 to 1981-
82. Cost of production per coin has been more than the 
face value in the case of 5· and 10 paise denominations 
(Para 57.4.1) . 

Net profit de(!reased from Rs. 562.13 lakhs in 1977-78 to 
. Rs. 126.01 lakhs in 1980-81. The percentage of total 

return to mean capital has also decreased from 30.90 in 
19'77-i8 to 10.40 in 1980-81 (Para 57.5.1). 

There has been abnormal delay in the compilation of 
Proforma Accounts. · Proforma Accounts for 1982-83 and 
19'83-84 are yet to be _compiled (Para 57.5'.2). 

The Mint has not fixed the maximum, mm1mum and 
ordering levels for consumable stores. While the physi
cal verification of stores for 1980-81 was not ·conducted, 
that for 1981-82 to 1983-84 was not complete. The closing 
stock of stores every year was more than one year's con
sumption. Stores were also not analysed into surplus, 
slow-moving, non-inoving and obsolete items (Paras 
57.6.1 and 57.6.2). 

- . No manual has been prepared outlining the organisa
tional set up, financial and -accunting procedures, duties 
and responsibilities of each category of staff etc. (Para 
57.7). I 

The departmental eanteen has been incurring losses 
continuously from 1976-77 onwards (Para 5·7.8) . 

.-. The draft review was issued to the Ministry in December 
1983 but their replies are still (December 198~) awaited 
(Para . 57.9). 
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The ,above deficiencies have been disc:ussed in detail in following 
paragraphs: · 

57.1 Introduction.-The Mint · at Bombay produces coins _ of 
various denominations. The Mint also under takes minting of eoins 
for/foreign Governments, commemorative coins etc. and manu
facture of medals, standaFd weights and measures etc;. 

Gold and Silver Refineries are attached to the Mint for refining 
raw gold and silver _respectively received from various sources. 
There is also an Assay Department in the Mint to check the quality 
of coins manufactured. 1 

The Mint is a departmentally managed Government Undertak
ing under the Ministry of Finance. The overall_ admin~strative and 
functional control vests with the General Manager. 

The results of review of operations ' of the Minf for the period 
of seven years from 1977-78 to 1983-84 are given in the following 
paragraphs: ! 

57 .2 Prodt1-ction performance 

57.2.01 Determination <Jf Capacity.~The installed capacity, labour 
hours utilised etc. The .Consultants beeJl] determined and, there
fore, the actual utilisation of capacity c-0uld not be assessed. 

The Government of India appointed Mis· Kirloskar Consultants 
to study the various aspects regarding installed capacity, achievable 
capacity labour hours utilised etc. The Consultants submitted 
their report. The Mint stated (August 1981) that· the report was 
rejected by the recognised unions as non-praeticable but a final 
decision on the report was yet to be taken. 

Regarding fixation of capacity the Mint stated (January 1985) 
as under: -

"~ instaJ.ledloperating capacity , of each 1equipmentlplant 
aepends up0.n variqus production factors such as· input 
metals, thickness of blanks, denomination of cofas, operat
ing conditions etc. . . . . . It is necessary to have an Indus-

. trial ~ngineering )Cell iio ,do justice ta this job which 
is being done to the extent possible. The Department of 
:Per-sonn,el an.4 A,.d~tpative Reforms (D.P.A.R.) has 
:uecomliflen.<iled inst~Ua.ti-On <>iii a cell." 

() 
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57.2.02 Targets of Production and: ach1evements.-The .Mint has 
been manufacturing coins of 2, 5, IO, 20, and 50 paise and 1 and 2 
Rupees denominations. Production of 2 paise coins· was stopped 
with effect from 1979-80 in view of comfortable stock position and 
high cost of manufacture. 

The targets of production of coins are fixed for each Y2ar by 
the Ministry of Finance on . the basis of available stock balances 
and requirements of the Reserve Bank of India. Indents for the 
production of various denominations of coins are placed from time 
to time on the Mint by the Ministry of Finance for despatch ot. 
coins to the Reserve Bank of India. 

1-



·.The table below indicates 

lb. 2 

Year Taraet Produc-
ti on 

197'1-78 

1978-79 

1979-80 

1980-81 

1981-82 

.1982-83 500 238·83 

.1983-84 1850 606 .48 
- ----

detai1s of production targets and actual produc

(ln lakhs pie ccs) 

Re. 1 . SOP. 25P. 

Target Produc- Target Produc- Target J>i::oduc-
ti on ti on ti on 

1250 1068 ·17 1100 274 .44 200 445 ·20 

1000 Y41 -JO 500 250 156 .80 

1000 895 -45 750 42 -80 

1250 848 ·22 650 123·27 

1500 870·70 48 -86 

1400 1144. 71 1500 136.76 500 789 ·20 

..• 1361 -99 800 808 ·78 840 1010 ·92 
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ti on 00: coins, denominationwise, forseven years ending 1983-84:-

. 20 P. lOP . SP. 2- P. Total 

~Target Produo- Target Produc- Target Produc- Target Produc· Target Produc- · 
ti on ti on ti on ti on ti on 

250 252 500 520·55 1000 852.45 4300 3412.81 

500 424·67 750 350·67 · 600 288 ·40 3600 1961 . 64 

1000 591·64 900 685·40 ,3650 2215·2f 

1200 612 .19 1000 134•55 4100 1718·23 

1500 818·20 . 350 65·65 3350 1803. S-1 

500 617·63 44·09 4400 2971. 22 

700 610.48 150 66·85 4340 446S·SO 
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It will be seen from the above table that: 

the targets of production of coins, i.e. indents placed by 
Government were reduced from 4300 lakh pieces in 
1977-78 to 3350 lakh pieces in 1981-82. 

the Mint ,generally did not achieve even the reduced 
targets of production of any of the denomination of coins 
except 50 paise in 1983-84, 25 paise and 10 paise in 1977-78, 
1982-83 and 1983-84 (25 paise only) and 5 paise du.ring 
1977•78. 

the actual production of coins decreased from 34.13 crore 
pieces in 19i77-78 to 17.18 crore pieces in 1980-81 but 
increased to 44.66 crore pieces in 1983-84. 

The reduction in actual production from 1978-79 to 1981-82 was 
attributable to red,uction in working hours and overtime and di~
continuation of an incentive scheme from May 1978. 

57 .2.03 Shortage Of coins-

5·7.2.03.1 Since the early Part of 1983 shortage of coins, parti
cularly those of smaller denominations affected almost all commer
cial towns and centres in the country. The genesis of the problem 
of shortage of coins and steps that could be taken in .order to meet 
the coins shortage were discussed by the General Managers of all 
the three Mints at Delhi in May 1983 and a comprehensive note 
indicating the background of coin shortage, prepared after detailed 
discussion on the question, was sent by the Ministry of Finance 
to the Governor of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) . The note 
brought out the following factors which led to shortage of coinir: 

(i) All the three Mints used to work 60 hours a week till 
March 19-77 and owing to fall in the demand by RBI the 
working hours were reduced to 5':4 hours a week from 
April, 1977 and further reduced to 48 hours a week :from 
May 1978. As the prescribed hours of duty in the Mints 
are only 37! hours a week, the reduction in working hours 
led to considerable reduction in over-time working which 
effected the production of coins. 

(ii) Notwithstanding the fall in production as compared to 
targets which were fixed on the basis of demand, RBI 
failed to lift even the coins produced in the Mints, which 



resulted :ill ,accumulation of stoc'k of ~oins in Calcutta 
Mint and also a decision in 1980 to close Hyderabad 
Mint on the ground that "normal demand for coins per 
year· is less than what the three Mints at Bombay, Cal
cutta and Hyderabad can produce". The above proposal 
was approyed by Cabinet in 1980. However, in 1982; 
after further assessment of total available mmting 
capacity, .the Ministry ~ame to the conclusion that even 
after allowing for a substantial increase in \pr oductien 
of ·coins, the estimated output was likely to be below 
anticipated demand. A reversal of above decision was 
accordingly sought for by the Ministry which was approv
ed by the Cabinet in February .. 1982 •. 

In response to a suggestion made by the General Managers of 
the Mints in the· coinage programme m~eting held in April, 1982 
RBI made a forecast in March 1983 about requirement of around 
2000 milUon pieces of coins for 19"83-84 and 3200 million pieces 
by 1992-93. The planned programme of minting of coins 
during 198'3-84 was, however 925 million pieces. For increas
ing production of coins, certain short and long term measures were 
decided upon in the meeting of General Managers of Mints held 
in March 1983. The short-term measures, viz. introduction of 54 
hours a . week plus incentive scheme in Bombay and Hyderabad 
Mints; addition of certain r equired number of majdoors, working 
of the Mint on certain h olidays and introduction of Gr oup Incentive 
Scheme in Calcut ta Mint, were expected to yie!d an additional out
put of 150 million pieces. Thus, total coins to be minted in 1983-84 
were 1075 million pieces only. 

The long term measures envisaged introduction of a second shift 
in Calcutta Mint, installation of more coining presses and replace
ment of very old models of coining presses by new ones in Bombay 
and Hyderabad Mints. A per iod of 18 months w as needed for procur
in·g these machines and puttjng them into operation. 

5·7.2/.04 Mi.nting operations.-The coins· are manufacture<l rfrom 
·various . alloy namely, Aluminium-Magnesium, Cupro-Nickel and 
quarternary alloy. The various processes of production and their 
performance are discussed below:-

(a) Melting Section.-In this process, the metallic alloys are 
melted -and cast into bars. The following table indicates the quantity 
of alloys melted, bars obtained and percentage of rejection, wasters 
.and loss each year during the period from 1977-78 to 1983-84:-
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Aluminium-Magnesium Cu pro-Nickel 

Year Input Output Rejection, Loss Output Input Output Rejection, Loss Output 
wasters wasters 

(In ton1es): (In a~rcentag :) (In tonnes) (In percentage) 

1977-78 905j 785 6·5 

1978-79 578 j 516 4· 3 
~.1 ·: .,,: J" 

1919-80 ·519 j 460 2 · 1 
I\!'~ I- ' ~fr~· 
!980-Sl ~195 .:: ' 170 6· 9 
l'M,' • •::j ::-', • 
1981-82. 101 __ 639 1 0 

1982-83 163 139 3· 7 

1983-84 203 183- 0 ·6 

6 8 

6 ·4 

9·3 

6 .1 

7·9 

11 .1 

9· 1 

86·7 2425 

89 ·3 1536 

88 ·6 1612 

87·0 1844 

91'1 1599 

85·2 3434 

90·3 3735 

2346 1 4 1 9 96· T 

1446 4·2 1 ·T S)4· l 

1544 2·6 1·6 95 · 8 

1809 0 .6 1·3 98· 1 

1561 o.s 1.9 97 ., 

3311 1.0 2 6 96·4 

3657 0 ·2 1 · 9 .91·9 
_ _ ___ ___ ,. # _ ___ _ _ _ 

It will be seen from the above table that the overall percentage 
of yield of good bars ranged from 85.2 to 91.1 in the cas~ of alumi
nium-magnesium alloy against a norm of 91 per cent and from 
94.1 to 98.1 in the case of cupro-nickel ailoy against the norm of 
97.25 per cent. While no norms have been fixed for wasters, the 
percentage of operational; loss in melting . process dn respect of
aluminium-magnesium has exceeded the prescribed norm of 9 per 
cent during 1979-80, 1982-83 and 1983-84. A review of records. has. 
further revealed that in following cases the actual operational lou 
was abnormal as compared to the norms in the case of aluminium
magnesium and cupro-nickel:-

------ ·-------- ·----
Period (Quart er) 

Al11mini11111-Mag11e.rium 

October 1979to D ecember 1979 

January 1980 to March 1980 

April 1980to June 1980 

October 1980to December 1980 

January 1981 to March 1981 

April 1981 to June 1981 . 

July 1981 to September 1981 

AprlJ 1982 to June 1982 . 

January 1984 to March 1984 

Cupro-nicke/ 

July 1982 to September 1982 

;..,, 

7 Percentage 
of actual lois 

12 · 6 

13 . 7· 

9 · 2 

12· O.· 

lO·T 

9"r 

11.4 

12.s 

10· ' 

3· 61-
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c' The total impact of these abnormal losses was Rs. 6.13 lal{hs:. · · 

(b) JWlLiing Section.-The bars obtained from the Melting Sec
tion are rolled into strips. The following table indicates the per
formance of this process during the period 1977-78 to 1983-84:- ' 

. Aluminium-Magnesium Cupro·Nickell 

In;>ut . Output Output Rcjections,Loss Input Output Output Rejecti.on, Loss. 
Wasters waster 

(In tonnes) (In percentage) .J (In tonnes) (In percentaae) 

1977-78 596 488 81 ·8 18·7 (-)0 5 2114 1879 88•9 11·4 (-)0·3 

1978-79 422 330 78·2 21·9 (-)O· l 1443 1293 89 5 lO·S 

1979-80 470 382 81 · 1 19· 1 (-)0 ·2 1640 1449 88·3 11·7 

1980-81 399 332 83·3 . 16 ·6 O· l 1534 1326 86.5 13 5 

1981'-82 573 467 81•5 18·2 0·3 1705 1488 37,3 12 4 OJ: 

1982-83 259 219 84·6 14·9 o ·5 3264 2777 85·0 14·7 0 3-

1983-84 452 412 91·2 8·5 0·4 3793 3172 83 6 16· 1 Ol 

It will be seen from the 1above table that the percentage o~ 
yield ranged from 78.2 to 91.2 in the case of Aluminium-Magnesium 
alloy arid from 83:6 to 89.5 in the case of cupro-nickel combinatio~. 

No norms have been fixe
0

d for rejections. The actual percentage 
of scrap .arising during. 1977-78 to 1983-84 ranged between 8.5 to 
21.9 in case of alUminium-magnesium and 10.5 to 16.1 in respect 
of cuprO-nickel. · · ' _, 

In ;res12ect of. V!ll"iatic;ms in ~ffi.ciency in melting and. rolling pro
cesses the Mint has ·stated (July 1983) as :under:-

. "The efficiency at each stage of production depends on various 
factors · of production including input quality of metals. · 
If inputs during a period contains more of oily wasters 

· scraps, sweeping etc. instead of virgin metal the quality : 
and quantity of output product will fall, which cannot_ 

·!-" be avoided." 

(c) Cutting section.-The strips obtained from the rolling pro-~ 
cess are cut into discs or blanks. The left over material (scissel) 

1453 LS-6. 
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is remelted. T.he percentage of output in this process dadng the 
period 19'77-78 to 1983-84 varied. as shown below:-

Denomination MiJ:\imum Maltjmum 

Sp. 58·5 60·3 

I Op. 50· 7 59 · 5 

20p. ..:. 59·8 
(1983-84) 

25p. 62·2 66·0 

Snp. 61· 9 ·62· 2 

Be. 1 63· 6 -64· 7 

Bs. 2 64' 3 65.6 

.W-o norms have been fixed for scissels and wasters. The actual 
ari~ng _ of scissels and wasters during the period 1977-78 -to 1983-84 
We:""e, however, as follows:-

Den~ ml nation of coins Percentage of rejections, 
wasters (Scissel) 

- - . 

S 'Paile Between 39· 7 to 41 5 

10 Paiu: Between·40· 5 to 49· 3 

.20 P.ais e 40 2 

2' Pahe Detweeh 34 .0 to 3'7·8 

'°Pahe Between 34 -2 ti!> 37· 9 

l Rupee Between 35· 3 to 36,4 

.2 Rupees Between 34·'4 to 33· 7 

-·- ·- ----
The reasons for wide variations in effi.dency and arisings of 

scissel have not been analysed by tb.e Management. . ' 

(d) Annealing Section.-The blanks received from the cutting 
sec'til)n are annealed and before they are passed on for stamping 
ar'e ~x-amined visually to w,eed out blanks not properly cµt. No 
norms have been fixed for the rejectionslwasters. The percentage 
of waste.rs during seven years ending 1983-84 x:anged between 6.S 
and 14.7; 5.5 and 17.5; 9.9; 8.7 and 18.2; 12.7 - and 25.5; 12.9 and · 

p 

0 
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20.2; 15.1 ana 15.4 in the case of coins of 5, 10, 20, 25, 50 paise and 
Rupee 1 and 2 respectively. 

(e) Coining Section.-The anneal~d blanks are struck into ·coins 
in the coining presses. No norms have been fixed for the rejections/ 
wasters in this process. The percentage of output in this process 
during the period 1977-78 to 1983-84 varied between 94.4 and 917.5; 
93.3 and 97.4; 94.3; 98.3 and 99.8; 97.5 and 99.1; 9·7.3 and 99.0; 96.4 and 
97.7 in respect of 5, 10, 20. 25, 50 paise and Rupee 1 and 2 coins respec-
tively. ! 

(f) Examining Sect£on.-The coins examined and sorted out into 
good and defective. coins. The percen~age of good coins obtained 
out of the coins examined during the period 1977-78 to 1983-84 
varied as shown below:-

. ·----- ·-- - ----··-· ---·---·---.:......:.----- ----

Denomination 

Sp. 

top. 

20p. 

2Sp. 

SOp. 

Re.1 

Rs.2 

Minimum Maximum 

93·6 

95·0 

93 · i 
(1983-84) 

98·5 

98· 9 

98·7 

98'· 1 , 

98·1 

91.0. 

99·4 

99·2 

99·2 

98'·2 

57.2.05 Aocumula.tion of rejections, wciSters.-Normally:, the 
rejectionslwasters are remelted and used in, the production pf coins. 

o · However, the stock of rejectionslwasters have been increasing every 
year from 1979-80 and have increased steeply during 1982-83 and 
1983-84 as shown below: -

Year ending 31st March 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 . 

-------------------

Quant,ity Value (Rs. 
(Kg.) In l :tkh:) 

·----- · 
91,621 23·86 

1,14,275 26·53 

1,31,851 45 · 03 

10,27,817 358 · 67 

7,29,781 . 334·40 
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Similarly, there is accumulation of stock of uncurrent coins re
. ceived from the treasuri~s and banks as detailed below:-

As on 

31-3-1980 
31-3,1981 
31-3'1982 
31-3-1983 
31-3-1984 

The Mint stated (January 1985) as under: 

Quantity Value (Rs. 
(Kg.) in lakhs) 

1,.30,806 . 24· 5 6 
2,15,573 42· 22 
2,99,231 56· 91 
1,78,736 12·07 
1,94,772 12· 89 

"We are exploring the possibility Of getting rejections· melted 
and converted into good . barslstrips j by alternative· 
methods due to constraints on ~ur' melting capacity." 

The accumulation of stocks have resulted in blocking of money 
and storage space. 

57.3 Utilisation of Machlinery.-The Mint has not maintained 
machine-wise iog sheets and it has· not worked out available 
machine hours, hours used for production, idle hours etc. in respect 
of each machine. In the absence of these records, it is not possible 
to check the idle hours and the extent of utilisation of machinery. 
The Mint has also not fixed any norms for pr~duction by each 
machine. The Mint has i1nter alia stated (February 19'83) . that the 
problem of measurement of capacity of the machines is influenced 
by many variable factors viz., mamtenance time for each machinery, 
recovery ~actor of each alloy and ranges there.fore, sizes, thickness, 
weight of the production and input materials for product, time lost 
in change over from one department to another, working time, 
labour force available, etc. 

The Mint further · stated (January 1985) as· under: 

"In the absence of adequate qualified staff at the shop floor 
level, for the. purpose, it is difficult to maintain the· 
voluminus data for each machine lplant. Proposals have 
already been made to the Government for installing an 
Industrial Engineering Cell. As soon as adequate man
power is sanctioned the system will be extended to all 
the plants". 

The Mint has no system of recording machine-wiselyear-wise 
details of expenditure incurred on r epairs· and maintenance. 

. \ 
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"57 .4 C:osti-ng 

57.4.1 The Mint has adopted the system of process costing for 
·coining and job costing for other jobs. The cost of production of 
·each denomination of coins is worked -out quarterly and reported 
to Government. 

The denomination-wise cost of production of coins for the period 
from 1977-78 to 1963-84 is given below:-

(Figures in paise) 
-- ---· ·~ --- ---· · · - --

Sp. !Op. 25p. Re.1 
- - · ---- --- -

1977-78 . 7·35 9·60 15 · 17 44·62 

1978-79 . 8. 63 10.57 16.52 48.67 

1979-80 . 10·05 13 · 55 16·95 55· 12 

1980-81 . 13 · 90 16· 97 22· 63 - 62· 45 

1981-82 . 12 .70 18· 20 24·95 66· 67 

1982-83 . 10·86 15·43 '21·00 55 · 82 

1983-84 • 11 · 02 21 · 61 54·99 

It will be seen from the above table that:-

the cost · of production has shown an increasing trend in 
respect of all the denominations upto the year 1981-82. 

the cost of production per piece of coin has been more 
than their face value in the case of 5< and 1() paise deno
minations. 

57.4.2 Introducticm of integrated cos.t and financial control 
systeim.-With a view to evolve a uniform system of costing for 
adoption by all the three Mints so as to enable proper comparison 
of cost of production of . the coin of each denomination certain pro
posals were made by the Ministry of Finance in September 1973. 
The system has not, however, been introduced so far (September 
1984) . 

The Mint st8:ted (February 1984) that: 

"the study group for introduction of the integrated cost and 
financial control system in the Mint is still awaited". 

57 .5 Working Results 

57.5.1. The coins manufactured in the Mint are _delivered fo the 
Reserve Bank of India at the face value of the coiru; . . T\1.e workirt.~ 



J.'esults of the Mint fo.r the four years ending J980-81, for whichproforma accounts were available are 
given below:-

(Rs. in takhs) 

1m-18 1978-79 1979-80 1980-8
1 

,(a) Mean capita) . , 253 . 999 3078·96 2990 .22 2933 .23 

(b) Value of coins delivered to RBI at face value 1251.46 980· 18 1141. 77 1479·28 

(c) Les1 , Cost of production of coins delivered 698 .33 932· 89 879·86 _1353 .27 

(d) Net profit ":!" • • ' , 562· 13 47· 30 261.91 126·01 .. . ~ 

(c) Inte1 est on capital .. 222·69 172 58 175· 53 178·93 . ' r . 
~f) Total retµrn . 784· 82 219·87 437 .44 304· 94 

{8) Perctntage of total return to mean capital [(f) to (a)] 30 .90 7• 14 14.63 10 · 40 

(h) Percentage of net profit to value of coins delivered to RBI .. [(d) to (b)] . 44·92 4· 83 22·94 8·52 

(i) Perceutage of cost of production to value of coins delivered to · RBI [((c) to (b)J 55 · 08 95 · 17 77· 06 91· 4s 

----- ------
NOTE : &implified Proforma accounts for the yea.r 1980-81 are given in Appendi~· IX. 

-1 
00 
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It would 1;>.e se.e:t;1.. £row the abcwe that:-

(i) Net pi:-ofit decreased from Rs. 562.13 lakhs in 1977-78 to . " 
Rs. 47.30 lakhs and Rs. 126.01 lakhs in 1978-79 arid 1980-81 · 
respectively. The percentage of total return to mean 
capital has also decreased from 30.9(} in.. 1977-78 to 10.40 · 
in 1980-81. 

(ii) The percentage of cost of production to value of coins 
supplied to RBI increased from 55'.08 in 1977-78 to 95.17 
and 91.48 in 1978-79 and 1980-81 respectively. 

(iii) · The percentage of net profit to value of coins delivered 
to RBI declined from 44.92 in 1977-78 to 4.83 and 8.521 in 
1978-79 and 1980-81 respectively. 

57.5.2 Delcvy in compiil!ation of proforma accounts.-There was 
delay in ~ompilation of Profro.m.{L Accounts of the Mint as shown 
l5elow: 1 ' '" .. -r 

Yea~ of Account~ 

1977-78 . 

1978,~79 . 

1979-80 . 

1980-81 . 

1981-82 . 

198~-83 . 

1983-84 . 

rate on which prepared 

15th Aprii, 1980 

12th January, 1981 

. , 12th Oct-Ober; 1981 

6th September, 1982 

I.6th July, 1983 (Under audit 

Not compiled. 

Do. 

The Mint stated iµ.1 Apr.H 1983 that the delay in finalising the· 
profonpa ~ccounts was due to: 

(a) late receipt• of · details of the debits for the expenses. of 
Bulli~m Verification Squad each year from the ;Ministry. 

(b) Inter dependence of Proforma Accounts. of Assay Depart
ment and· the Mint: 

57.5.3 Sundry Debtors.-As on ~1st March 1983, debts amount-· 
Ing to Rs. 101.38 lakhs wer~ .outstanding. Th~ 114int is not having· 
party-wise details of the a:mount of Rs. 1~.56 lakhs outstanding for 

' I 
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the years upto 1975-76. The year-wise details Of the amount out.:. j' 

standing are given below:..:-

Year 

1959-60 to 1975-76 

1976-77 . 

1977-78 . 

1978-79 . 

1979-80 . 

1980-81 . 

1981-82 . 
1982-83 . 
Amount due from Government ·of Pakistan 

The Mint stated (February 19B4) as under:-

Amount 

(Rs. in iakhs) 
12 .5 

0 29 

1.92 

26 .36 

} . 13 

2.02 

6.75 
18 .41 
31 .92 

101 . 38 

"The amounts are outstanding mainly because billslvouchers 
prior to departmentalisation of accounts i.e. October 1976 
were adjusted by Accountant General's office. In some 
cases parties had pleaded helplessness to settle the cla~ 
on the grounds that previous correspondence is missing! 
destroyed. As regards payments from the Pakistan 
Government, action is awaited at Ministry level who is 
being regularly reminded". 

57.5.4 Sale 01f wncircul'ated coins and p'roof sets.-The India Gov
ernment Mint, Bombay is undertaking jobs of manufacturing un
circulated development oriented coins and proof sets as per the 
·orders received from outside parties. . 

Details regarding cost of each such set!coin, is not available in 
the Min~. In the absence of cost of each setlcoin, the profit earned 
or loss incurred in the manufacture and sale of these sets!coins 
'could not be ascertained. The Mint has also not furnished the total 
lltul}ber of each set/coin manufactured and the balance available 
as on 31st . March, 1984 . . 

57.6 Inventory Control 

57.6.1 System .deficiencies.-Besides the fact of delay in compila
tion of proforma accounts to ascertain the working result, the 
following deficiencie·s deserve mention:~ . . , 

•• . • , - r . 

.-· (i) The Mint · . _has not fixed the maximum; minimum and :· :r; 
·;· "" orde~i_n~ levels fOr the. c~nsumable stores; " i · 

, .. '· 

. 
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(ii) 
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As per prescribed procedure, the physical verification of 
stores is required to be .done at least once a year. The 
physical verification of the stores for the year 1980-81: 
was not conducted and that for the years 1981-82 to 1983-
84 was not complete . 

. The Mint stated (May 1983) as follows:~ 

"The verification of stores for the year 1979-80 was started 
from February 198(} and concluded by; December 1980. 
Hence, no -further verification for 198'0-81 was conducted. 
The physical verification for the year 1981-82 was carried 
out from April 1981 to July 1981 but could be completed 
only partly due to sickness of staff. The verification for 

the year, cosumption during the year and closing balance as on 31st . 
March for the years 1979-80 to 1983-84 are given below: 

The Mint further stated in February 19'84 tha't verification for 
the year 1983-8'4 was in progress. 

p7.6.2. Surplus, si!ow moving, non-moving 'and absolete stores.
The stock of stores at the co.-rnmencement of the year, receipt during 
the year, consumption during the year and closin·g balance as on 31st 
March for the years 1979-80 to 1983-84 are given below: 

(Rs. In iakhs) 

1979-80~ 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 

Opening Balance 102.96 102.40 95 11 89 27 79 54 

Purchases 46 47 38 37 57 42 42 93 96 99 

Consumption 47.03 45 . 66 63.26 52 66 83 .11 

Closing Balance 102.40 95 . 11 89 27 79 54 93 .36 

It may be seen from the above tab!e that the Mint was having 
large closing balances every year which represented more than one 
year's consumption. The analysis of stores into surplus stores slow . ' 
mo-ying, non-moving and obsolete sto.res has not been made. 

57.7. ·Departmental manual.-The departmental manual' outlinincr . . • ·'=' 
the organisational set up and procedure for finan cial and account'.ng 
arrangement;> and spe(!ifying the duties and responsibilities of each 
category. of s~aff ?-a.s. n~t been prepared· so far though the Internal 
Work Study Group of the Government. of ·~ndia has stre!lsed the need 
for compilation of m,anual. 
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The ~~t stated (May 1983) that the manual lp.asc 'f9.0t yet been 

prepared but its preparation will be taken up, in due cou.rse. 

57.8. Other Topics of Interest : Losses in departmental canteen.
The Mint is running a departmental c~ntee)l, for· tpe benefit of the 
workers. As stated in Government of India's letters dated 7th Nov
ember, 1973 and dated 20th August 1979, depa11tmental canteens are 
to be run on a "No Profit No Loss" basis. However, the departmental 
canteen of the Mint is incurring losses f11om the year 1976-77 on.wards 
as de.tailed below:~ 

Year 
-- ---- - ····- --·---

1976-77' . 

1977-78 . 

1978-79 . 

1979-80 . 

1980-81 . 

1981-82 • 

1982-8] . 

1983-84 . 

TOTAL 

---- ---------

I . 

Loss 

(Rs.j 
594 

85,063 

86,217 

1,22,834. 

.. 2,24,417 

2·.85,386 

2,69,923 

J,~7, 524 

12,71 ,958 

According t0 the Management the losses are due to the differ
ence in the cost price of the items prepared and low selling prices 
fixed as the prices of raw materials like food grains, vegetables·, 
sugar, oils were increasing but selling prices _of tJ:ie items .could not 
be revised after 1977-78: due to resistance from the workers. 

The proposal of the Mint to write off the loss in the working 
of the departmental canteen for the period· April f975' to March 
1978 has not been accepted by the Government so far (October 1984). ' 

The Mint Mint stated (February 1984) as under:-

"The new price structure. adopted from October 1983 for sale 
of Canteen items is likely to bring down the losses and 
the Canteen is likely to run on 'No Pr0ftit No Loss' basis 
in due course of time". 

57.9 The draft review was issq.~d to the Ministry ef Fin.ance 
(Department. of Econo111iC! Affairs) i.I\ _December 19&3. but their re
plies are still awaited (December 1984). 
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( Vide paragraph 57· 51)· 

l NDIA GOVERNMENT MINT, BOMBAY 

Summarised Ba/anc~ 'Sheet as at ilist March, r98r 

·- ------ ----- -·---.- ·- - - - -- · 
Liabilities 31-3-1980 31-3-1981 Assets 31-3-1980 31-3-1981 

(Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) (Rs.) 

Qovernm~~t Capital Account 14,96,23,003 14,85,09,466 Government Current Account 34,16,47,854 37,38,87,943 

Accumulated Profit 51 ,09'71,272 52,35,72,426 Fixed ~s.sets l<.:ss d l}Preciation 4,59,27,298 4,43,30,2J9 

41,33,64lt : -i 44,42,178 J;S 
' 93,530 :~· - il\91,990 

Li~b~Jity _fo,r metal h~ld on others 
accounts . 59,43,64,487 51,58,03,538 Work-in-progress 

Security and other deposits 

59,43,64,487 51,58;03,538 Liabit,ities for coin sets- uncircu- ¥~t~ held 011 pther account 
~ fated held. on others account . _99,500 ... Coin sets-uncirculated heJ <' . on others account 

-Security and other deposits 1,82,403 1,83,532 [j 99,500 

CUrrent liabilities . 60,51,422 47,99,192 Current Assets 26,88,05,002 25,12,04,752 

44,86,251 35,36,472 
59,36,515 32,96,277 

Oth~r lir,bilities . 42,01,999 37,31,215 J.,oans and Advances 
Misce1lant ous assets 

1,26,54,9~,086 l,19,6S,99,3.69 1,26,54,94,086 1,19,65,99,369 

--- .. - ·-.,:· ... ~- -- -- - -~-- -- -· ·· - ------------- -··- · --·- ~---



INDIAGOVER.NMENT MINT, BOMBAY 

Trading and ProfU and Loss -Account for the year endin6 3 rst March, r98r 

-
P.ai:ticulars 1979-8Q 1980-Sl Particulars 1979-80 1980-8l 

(Rs.) (Rs.) 
.. 

(Rs.) (Rs.) 

To J ~ ~ • 

By '• 

' 
Stock' of coins and others 10,79,64,525 ,,39,74,720 Value of coins·dclivered to RBI at face 

value 
11,41,76,650 14,79,28,310 

Cost of work done transferred ' Gold and Silver melting and refining fees 38,19,708 ' 36,77,221 : ,. from production account (in-
eluding cost of work done for 
outside parties) 6,11,96,255 6,20,71,500 Recoveries from employees for rent, elec-

tricity, water, etc. &7,979 1,68,921 

Salaries, Wages, Allowances and 
Pensionary Charges . 23,31,911 24,82,517 

Rent, rates and taxes; printing and 
stationery' Books and publica-

Recoveries from outsiders tions. 46,157 51,686 58,39,374 48,14,357 
Miscellaneous receipts - 25,32,281 16,30,009 
Stock of coins and other items 9,39,74,720 4,04,98,219 

Advertising and publicity, . postage 
and Telegram etc. 94,168 1,07,574 

¢ ~. .,l 



Electricity, gas and water charges 3,63,756 5,76,633 

Commission, law chal'ges ' 6,975 8,811 

· Audit fees 
. 

11,775 11,775 

Police escort charges 5,98,792 6,80,867 

Interest on capital 1.1~.52,589 1,78,92,718 

Repairs and maintenance, depr-
1,02,958 ciation ., 1,69,924 

Loss on withdrawals 11-nd des-
truction of UNC-coins 33,96,233 74,60,740 

Loss in running of canteen. .1,22,834 2,44,411 
~co .. QI 

- . 
Gold melting allowance . 30,817 41,109 

Miscellaneous expenses charges 
for physical verification ofbul-

4,17,237 3,40,790 lion/metal 

Adjustment pertaining to previous 
3,112 years . . 

Met profit 2,61,90,618 1,26,01,154 

-
22,04,30,712 19,87,17,074 22,04,30.,712 19,87,17,074 
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: (Pide'. Para~107) 

COST ~op·;PRODUCTION 

(Figures in pais(J!.er~piece) 

- ·-
Sp lOp 25p Re. 1 Year · B c H Ji· c H B c H B c --

1976-77 N.A. N.A. 5.01 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 13· 80 N.A. N.A· ... 
·"'"I 1977-78 7· 35 N.A. 7.54 9·60 N.A. 15· 17 N.A. 16· 68 44.62 N.A. ... 

1918-79 -

48 .67 56·81 
' . 8· 63 10.17 8·90 10.57 12·95 11.28 16.52 19·36 20.03 . I ' 1979-80 '10·05 11· 34 9·88 13.55 14.66 14·86 16.95 21 .53 22· 37 55.12 . 63.72 

1980-81 1'3.90 11.90 8.72 16·97 18·64 15 ·10 22· 63 27~ 03 22· 04 62·45 74· 40 
1981 82 12·70 14· 13 1!2· 68 18· 20 17· 67 ... 24,95 25·00 22· 43 66· 67 73-63 . 
1982-83 10·86 14·30 ... - 15-43 19.98 . .. 21·00 26.91 . .. 55.82 75·98 
1983-84 12•05 ... 11· 02 14.25 ... 21.61 23·49 .. . 54·99 61 · 93 

0 ~ 
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APPENDIX III 

Statement of observations and recommendations 
, 

·-·----------------------------· - -,---- ------- ··- --- ------- ----- ·----
SI. ~o. - para No. Ministry/Deptt. concerned Observati.on/Recommendation 

2 3 4 
-----· - - ·- - ------ ---- --- --· 

17 Finance (Economic Affairs) 

18 -Do-

Coins constitute a small but necessary part of the total currency 
in circulation in the country. As distinct ' from the currency !).Otes 
issued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), the rupee notes/coins 
and the subsidiary coins are issued by the Government of India and 
put into circulation ' through RBI. The Central Government , is 
responsible for the minting of various denominations of coins which 
are presently produced in the three India Government Mints estab
lished at Bombay, Calcutta and Hyderabad. Although the produc
tion in these Mints has been continuously on the increase in each 
year from 19&2-83, the existing Mints have failed to meet country's 
growing demand of coins in the recep.t years . with the result that 
the Government. has had to resourse to import of coins pending 
commissioning of a new Mint at NOIDA due by 1988-89. 

The Committee are surprised to find that while the existing 
Mints have been functioning under the Department of Economic 
Affairs in the Ministry of Finance for a considerably long period 

~ 
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the installed/achieveable capacity of these Mints has not yet been 
determined. The Government appointed M./s Kirloskar as consul
tants to study the various aspecti regarding installed and achievable 
capacity, labour hours utilised etc. in the Bombay Mint in the 
seventies. The Consultants' Report inter-alia recommended "fixa
tion of scientific norms and enhanced productivity cakulated on 
the basis of 48 hours working of the Mint". However, the Ministry 
of Finance could not pursue its implementation as the recognised 
Unions of the Mints resisted the Report mainly on account 
of the "proposed reduction in manpower and increase in 
the production norms to be achieved with the same old machi-
1'.lery". The Committee further note that the Department of Per
sonnel and Administrative Reforms (DPAR) also recommended in
stallation of an Industrial Engineering Cell in the Mints with a 
view to assessing installed/operating capacity of each equipment and 
plant. Although the Study Report of DPAR was submitted in May 
1983, the specially constituted Empowered Committee accepted the 
recommendation of .DPAR only in August 1985. The Committee 
have now been informed that the Government has in November 
1985 appointed M/s. MECON as engineering consultants for the new 
Mint Project, NOIDA and the scope of their assignment also includes 
preparation of engineering reports for modernisation of the three 
existing Mints. While M/s. MECON are expected to submit their 
report 'within three n:ionths after the final clearance is given by the 

OIS 
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Government, the final clearance has not yet been given due to the 
impending decision on substituting the coinage alloy of some of the 
coins with stainless steel. 

Finance (Economic Affairs) The :facts stated above would clearly indicate that the Ministry 
of Finance have been far too lackadaisical and indifferent . towards 
the aspect of determination of capacity of the Mints with t4e res~lt 
that the actual capacity utilisation of these Mints could not hitherto 
be assessed. Even if the Kirloskar Report could not be implement
ed 'Qecause of ~ts rejection by the Recognised Unions of the Mints 
fo,r :reasons explained in the proceed.ing paragraph, the Commit~~e 
:tiave no c;loubt ·that more practical and scientific appro&ch could, and 
shquld hav~ been made for determining capacity ~f the Mint.s with 
d4~ cqnsiderat~QI\ for the existing manpower and the machinery in 
the interest of Qptimum, er;oQ.orp~c result$. The Committee are of ~ 

the consider~cl vt~w that it is ~eso.lutely e_i;;se:p.ti~.l ta have the 
capacity qtilisatio.n_ Qf these Mints asses.s.~d so that it is pos.sible to 
analy!iie vari~ti0n ~n the ~etua,l wm;k; and eetermine rea$qns for 
work s~h'>page cm~ qtqer delays. Th~ Cornmitte~ dep.re~at~ that 

'th~re has 'Q~~n delay of mQr~ thqn two years 41 ~c;ee:Bting the. recom
nwndati0.n 0f :Q:P 1\R for s~ttiHg l!P of I:p.dus~riql Engip.eeripg Cell 
in the Mints with the result that the proposed cell still continues to 
be ii! a formative stage. What is. more disquieting is the fact that 
even M/s MECON's en_gineering study has been held for want of 
clearance by the Ministry of Finance -pen$iing the decision on sub
stituting the coinage alloy of· some of the coins with ferrious steel. 
The Committee would like the issue of determination of capacity 
and its optimum utilisation to be settled without any delay so that 
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it is possible to effectively monitor the progress ·of the working of_ 
mints and to take prompt remedial measures in regard to work 
slippages. 

The Committee have been informed that the annual indents for 
various denominations of coins are placed on Government by the 
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) after assessing the demand of coins 
made in the light of the previous years utilisation patterns and the 
stock of unissued coins held by the offices of RBI. Based on such 
indents, the mint-wise target of production of coins are fixed by the 
Minist ry of Finance on year t o year basis after taking into consi
deration the production achieved by the three Mints during the 

. preceeding few years and the availability of man/machine power 
for processing different coinage alloys. These targets of production 
of coins are arrived at the basis of the stock of coins available with 
both RBI and the Mints. 

The Committee note that during the year 1978-79 the closing 
balances of coins at RBI's offices and the Mints was 1595 millioDJ 
pieces and 929 million pieces respectively. Owing to these large 
balances of unissued coins with its offices, RBI lowered its annual 
indents for coins from 1450 million pieces for 1978-79 to 750 million 
pieces. for each of the years 1979-80 and 1980-81. The targets of 

cc 
0 



production of coins during these years, as prescribed by the Minis-
try of Finance, were 1000 million pieces and 1100 million pieces but 
the actual production of coins was only 551.94 and 551.91 million 
pieces in the respective years. As the annual aQ.sorption of coins 
during these years was high, the coins' stocks both at RBI and the 
Mints were reduced significantly at the end of 1980-81. RBI, accord
ingly, increased its annual indents for coins to 1000 million pieces 
for 1981-'82 and 1500 million pieces for 1982-83. The Ministry of 
Finance however. prescribed lower targets of production of 750 
million pieces of coins for 1981-82 and 900 million coins for 1982-83 
but the Mints failed to achieve even these reduced targets of pro
duction with the result that the coins' stock with the Mints and 
RBI declined steeply during these years. According to the infor
mation furnished by the Ministry of Finance, the shortfall in the ~ 
production of coins was attributable to the reduction in the working 
hours of the Mints and the withdrawal of the incentive schemes 
which resulted in loss in the earnings of the workers causing 
psychological set-backs and discontentment amorig them. The Com
mittee have also been informed that the working hours of the Mints 
were reduced from 60 hours a week to 54 hours from 1-4-1977 and 
again to 48 hours from 10-5-1978 on the grolind of aocumulation of 
stocks in the Mints owing to fall in demand of coins. The Com
mittee, however, note that although an incentive scheme aimed at 
increasing the production of coins in the Bombay Mint was intro
duced from 28-12-1981, the Mint could not achieve the prescribed 
targets of production during the years 1981-82 and 1982-83. 
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~t -is .d.isquie,tjng t~ ·Ro~ tli~t :the \a,i:g~ts .Qf :P.r®lJ.~tiqp 9f ~o.i~s 
,fQr ·the .y~~~ 1979.-:80 w 19·a2-83 iwer~ :rutt ~ ~Qn;f.QJ:mity ·;w.i.J;ll th~ 
pi:o_<;edl,lre &tp.ted to :turne .]Jewi ~dop.ted ,py tbe Mtt\~s.t.ry pf Finance 
wb:ile :fi~g ~~l,1£.:\1 tgrgets. Pucing 1979-80 and 1980-&l whe:p .RBI 
lowered its J,na~:p._t.s for ,c0irts ~ue to h~ayy ~toMs Qf ooins w.iJt1 its 
,pffi<;es -and ~e Mmts, the l\44li~try 9f Fm,a,nc~ 1'a.d' pj:!ri>isteel ;with 
l:\igh ta,rge~s of prodµctJol(),. ~ t~ e.Q~~rary ~n 1981-:-&2 and !00.2-83 
when t;he sto~k p.o~i.tion ef o~ps wit.\! RBI and tlie Mints ;was dwind
U~g ~m.d tlw :i;tBl's ii;idwits we.re ris~ng due ,to ~ncrease in ,(iem~d af 
CQins, tl;ie :w.fitl,i~tr.y l\~9 pr13scribed low;er targets pf productipn. It 
.is difficult t.-0 comprehend a,s to how the <;l~ndl.ing stock position ef 

. coins at RBI a.nd th_e Mints was everloqked by t~e Mini&try ef 
F~ance while fixing t~get§ o.f prQduction fpr t.he ye~s il.98Hl2 and 
1~82-~. What ~urprises the (;o~ittee mo!>.t is the fact that the 
'Committee Qf Offi.Gers', app0inteEl PY the Mi.Jlist.ry 0f F:i.:a.anoe in 
July, 198'3 to look ii;ito th.e p.robl~pi of s.hQrtage of Qoins ha& observed 
t.hat "there was .a µqssibiijty th.at the demand estimates of RBI .might . 
be Qn t.he ,hig};l. !)ide." . The Committ~e, on the coRtra,cy, f13el tlJ,at 

had the indents @f RBI been met dur.ing 198J,a2 atid 19.82-83, there 

would not have been any shortage of coins. Evidently, there was 

a total fail~e 9n the part o.f the l\finis.f;.ry pf Finatice in pr~scribing 

re~\$,tic t~ge~ aj: pr.odu.ction ~nd initiating ti.:qie~~ m~sµr~ with 
!I view t-0 augmenting the production of .coins. '.In the opi~ic;m -o.f 

~ 
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the C11rn.mittee, this failare had resulted in tapering down of pro
duction and consequential shortage of coins. 

I 

The Committee have als0 been infarmed that the genesis of the 
problem. and the steps that eoa[d be· taken to meet the shoFtage 'of 
coins were discussed by the General Managers of the three Mints 
at Delhi in May !98'3 and a comprehensive note on the subject 
was sent by the Ministry of Finance to the Governor of RBI. The 
note initer-alia brought out that notwithstanding the fall in produc
tion as compared to the targets fixed on the basis of demand, RBI 
had failed to lift. even the coins produced in the Mints. In a subse
quent note to the Committee, the Ministry of Finance reiterated 
that it was only during tJ?.e years from 1978-79 to 1980-81 that RBI 
was not in a position to lift the entire production together with 'the 
unlifted stocks at the Mints as the Reserve Bank afong with the 
agency banks was carrying heavy unissued coins stocks. The Com
mittee, however, find from the statistics furnished by the Ministry 
that RBI was lifting more coins than the mintage in each of the 
years during 1978-79 to 1983-84 and the lifting during 1979-80 and 
198-0-81 exceeded even the indents of the Bank. 

The Committee consider that tne syst~m adopted by tlle Minis.
try of Finance for prescribing targets of production of coins had 
certain. deficiencies insofar as it failed to take into consideration the 
adjustments necessitated on account of shortfall' in the production 
of coins in the previous years. Another factor responsible for the 
situation was that the Ministry of Finance had failed to take into-

CC>• 
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consideration the typical tariff rates and the price structure in the 
market while fixing targets of production of smaller denominations' 
coins with the result that the targets of production of lOp. and 5p. 
coins were considerably lowered despite RBI's high indents for the 
same. 

The entire process of assessment of demand of coins by RBI and 
the fixation of volume of production and its monitoring by · the 
Ministry of Finance is so interlinked that both RBI and the Ministry 
of Finance should interact with a view to assessing and meeting the 
coinage requirerp.ent of the country. The Committee therefore, co 
recommend ' that the Ministry of Finance shou1d not only devise a ~ 

scientific mechanism for assessing requirement and production of 
coins but should also coordinate with RBI with a view to analysing 
the coinage requirement from time to time so that the shortage of 
coins is avoided. 

Finance (EconomicA.ffairs) The Committee find that the percentage of small coins to total 
currency had gone down from 3 in 1971- to 1.4 in 198-6. Similarly, 
th.e percentage of one rupee notes/coins had also declined from 5.7 
Jn 1971 to 1.9 in 1986. This is presumably due to the declining 
value of rupee. Small coins are no longer in demand as they used 
tu be except in retail shops. The demand for small coins is 
likely to be reduced and those for coins . of 50 paise may go up. It 
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is considered desirable that the Ministry of Finance take into 
account all relevant consideration for fixing a proper percentage of 
the coins to the total currency so that the targets for the production 
of coins in the Mints are fixed· realistically. It is imperative that 
the psychology of shortage should remove. 

The Committee note that RBI in ¥arch 1983 had given the esti
mated requirements of coins to the tune of 2050 million pieces in 
1983-84, 2250 million pieces in 1984-85' and 3200 million pieces in 
199'1-9·2. As against this, the production of coins in the Mints was 
however, only 1063 million pieces and 1356 million pieces during 
the years 1983-84 and 1984-85 respectively. The Com!llittee have 
been informed that with a view to meeting the shortfall in produc
tion and the growing demand of coins in future years, the Ministry 
has initiated certain short and long term measures viz., (i) intro
duction of an incentive scheme and increase in the weekly working 
hours in the three Mints; (ii) introduction of second shift in 
Calcutta Mint from 25-2-19'8·5; (iii) import of 22 new coining presses 
which have been installed or are in the process of installation either 
as repJacement or addition in the three Mints and (iv) setting up 
of a new Mint at NOIDA, U.P. which is likely to start production 
from 1988-89'. The Committee however, fjnd -that despite the 
augmented production of coins in the country _ during the years 
1983-84 and 1984-85, the existing mints have failed to meet the entire 
coinage requirement with the result that Government has placed 
t":ders for import of 4000 million pieces of coins from the foreign 

1. ·ants. The Committee are unhappy to point out that these import 
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orders have not 'On1y costed the country valuable 
foreign exchange but have also · exposed the poor cb
ordination and planning in the Ministry of Finance. 
The Committee would like to be apprised o'f the amount 
of foreign exchange . spent iii the import of coins during the afore
said years. Keeping in view the fact that the forecast for require
ment of coins generated for the decade would entail a growth rate _ 
of about 10'.6 per cent for circulation of small coins and 9.23 per 
cent for Rs. 2 and Re. 1 coins, the 'Committee would urge upon the 
Government to take measures to plan the future mintage capa<!ity 
in the country directly in proportion to the rate of demand grbwth 
so as to obviate any possibility of imbalance. The Committee would 
urge the Government to take adequate steps in advance so as to 
ensure that it is not necessary to import coins. It must be remem
bered that the history of Indian Mints shows that at one time forei'gn 
countries used to get their coins mint~d in India. 

The Committee note that RBI's Issue Officers issue coins over 
their counters and also through small coin depots/currency chests 
established with the· branches of SBI, nationalised banks, treasuries 
etc. The Committee also note that there are constraints in expan
sion of the network of small coin depots due to "infrastructural 
deficiencies like rail/road link, inadequate security ek." The Secre
tary, Ministry of Finance, however, informed the Committee during 
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" 
evidence that Government had recently taken a decision to involve 
SBI and all the nationalised banks directly in the distribution of 
coins. The Committee would urge upon the Government to expedi
tiously take steps for revamping the distribution system by involv
ing all branches of SBI and nationalised banks with a view to pro
viding smooth notes/coins exchange facility in all parts of the 
country. The Committee note that the Government intends to 
examine the alternatives of modernising the mints on the avail
ability of MECON Report. The Committee hope that while examin
ing this question the Government would take into account the latest; 
technological development in this ' field in advanced countries and 
also the fluctuating requirements of coins so that the production of 
coins in the mints is done efficiently and economically. 

The Audit Para points out that no norms have ,been fixed for 
arising of wasters and rejections in any of the coining processes 
and that the percentage of operational loss in melting process in' 
respect of aluminium-magnesium has exceeded the prescribed norm 
during the years 1979-80, 1982-83 and 1983-84. According to Ministry 
of Finance, norms for wasters/rejections in coining processes in 
Rolling Section to Coining Section can be fixed only when slabs of 
uniform quality are received from Melting Section. The Com
mittee are also informed that the Bombay Mint has 'recently intro
duced continuous casting with the help of sophisticated machinery 
and the operational rejection ip casting bars have now been elimi
nated to a very great extent'. The Committee however, note that 

~ 
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the remaining two Mints still have oil fired tilting furnaces . in 
operation in the melting sections. 

The Committee find from Paragraph 61 of the Report ·of C&AG 
of India for the year 1982-83, Union Government (Civil) regarding 
India Government Mint, Hyderabad that there had been a sudden 
increase in the fuel oil consumption in Melting Section of Hydera
bad Mint from the year 1!}77-78 onwards. According to the infor
mation furnished by the Ministry, tl:~e reasons for this increase in 
fuel oil consumption in melting process were attributable to the 
reduced working hours and the time gap of about 9 hours between 
the closure of the shifts and its commencement on next day result
ing in considerable heat loss in the furnaces. The Committee regret 
to note that no timely action was taken for readjustment of the 
shifts in Melting Section with a view to economically utilising the 
furnaces in operation in Hyderabad Mint. The system of continu
ing the present casting techniques in Calcutta and Hyderabad Mints 
requires an assessment of cost-benefit ratio as the continued use of 
primitive casting techniques have not only resulted in abnormal 
operational losses but have also affected the performance of the 
Mint . . 

Huge stock of rejections/wasters and uncurrent coins has been 
accumulating in Bombay Mint year after year from 1979-80 on
wards. According to the information furnished to the Committee, 
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the value of rejections/wasters and the uncurrent coins lying in 
Bombay Mint as on 31-3-1985 is Rs. 3,28,36,459 and Rs. 7,18,412 res
pectively. While the aluminium magnesium coins were made from 
ready made extrusions procured from outside, the . rejections arising 
out of these extrusions along-with the uncurrent coins could not be 
melted 'within the restricted capacity'. Even the extent casting 
system 'with the help of sophisticated machinery' adopted in 
Bombay Mint has failed to meet the necessary diversion of melting 
capacity from one alloy to another with the result that the Mint 
has been exploring the · possibility of getting the rejection processed 
through outside agencies. The Committee fail to understand the 
logic behind the belated decision of the Government to get the 
rejections melted from outside agencies. It is imperative that the 
Ministry of Finance realised the necessity for taking concrete steps 
for augmenting the melting capacity of the Mints through modern 
techniques so as to effect all possible economies consistent with the 
requirements of the Mints. 

The Committee note that the working in the existing Mints is 
labour oriented and section-wise manufacturing is undertaken in 
the coining process. According to Ministry of Finance, the Mints 
sometimes have to carry with the 'counter flow processes due to 
space constraint'. Most of the machines in operation in the various 
production sections have outlived its normal span of life, and 
~spite of the failure of the existing Mints in meeting -country's 
coinage requirement fully, no concrete steps have yet been taken by 
the Government for replacement of the old machinery except 
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recent installatiqn of 22 imported coining presses either as additions 
or in replaceme:nt of the old ones in the existi:ng Mints. M/s. 
MECON appointed as Engineering Consultants to condu"._ a study 
on the modernisation of the Mints, are yet to start their ;:;tudy due 
to the impending decision of the G~vernment on the coinage alioy 
to be used in future. The fact however remains that the Govern
ment has displayed apathetic attitude towards updating the pro
duction technology in the Mints with the result that the conditions 
in the production sections of t:qe -Mints are far from satisfactory. 
The fact that the Indian coins manufactured in for-eign mints are 
cost beneficient further strengthens <:;ommittee's view that the 
Government has not worked out the economics of production in· the 
~sting Mints. In the absence of sueh an exercise, the Committee 
are unable to understand how the Government can ensure optimum 
and economic production of coins in the best financial interest of 
the Government.. The Committ~ tlesfre that Government, after 
takin~ ;=:~;; consideration the future coinage alloy, should expediti
vusly take appropriate steps for providing the latest tecJmoiogy irt 
the existing mints so as effect utmost economy in the cost of pro
duction of coins. The Committee would also like to be apprised of 
the steps taken in this regard. 

The Committee mote that the Mmts at Ban1b~ and Calcutta are 
not maintaining machine-wise data with a view 't~ asee!rtainh1g the 
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~xtenrt ,of u.itiJdsa.tton of eacn machin.e P~·j!.--.Vis t.~ a:v~it>le ma~hlne 
ha\l.r~. l\lvbo"l!lgh rthe Iiyi<A~r.aP:a.d Mini ~ ~~e~ flla@l.WtW>.g "µeh 
recE>rcls .in .fill :Priruii..ic.U.wi ~e~tn~t~, ~e ~~er~e:(\).ce of ;ij:y~rapaci 
is stated to have been not followed in Bombay Mint because of the 
's>);i~.r vol.Y.me ~f worJc ).:N.y,olved ~d large number of machineries 
i~ m~e'. The Co~tt~ )J.9weve:r, :Wid irom Para~§l!lh ~l of the 
~port ei the C&A..G Qf Inµ.i.fl for the yeilr 1982~83, Un.ipn G.cw~rn
ment {Civjl) rej~.ding India .Govemm~t M~t, l.I:.v9er"ffbad that 34 
1µ.1d :38 per cent of tne .ava:ilal;>le hours w~re lo~t due to break-dawn 
of machin~ in the year.s 1979-80 .and 1980-.81 reS;pect:i·vely in the 
coJning .pr.esses in Hyderabad. According tP tbjs Awdit Paril, a.n 
analysis of the maehine-wise b.reak~own gµri_ng waP..81 r.ev~al_ed 

that one-third of the rnachin.es in comi;ng ~epartm!fil~ were under 
repair$ contj:Quous}y for oyer nin~ mon.thl>. The Committ~ feel that 
this is a djstwb~g fe.ature ~specially wb€;n 'the warkers ar-e moti~ 
vated b :p.r-oduce as much flS possible from the existing ~g.ed 
ma.chines' leading to break downs p.0w and then. The Committee 
need hardly emphasise that complete rec9r9.i; 9f the plants and 
~q~ipments showing the number 0f preak-<iow;ns, total numbe:r of 
man/maehines hours lost and the losses suffered a~ a- result thereof 
shQUld be properly maintained so that t_he precise reasons of break 
downs etc. could be iqentified for con~lusive a~tieQ. to avert their 
reeurrence. 

- It is disquieting to note 'that the Bombay Mint has no system of 
recording machine-wise/year-wise details of expenditure incurred 
on repairs and maintenance. According to the information furnish-

...... 
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ed by the Ministry of Finance, 'in the absence of the machine-wise 
data, the expenditure commonly booked were located and absorbed 
on machines on the basis of capital cost of the machines'. In the 
absence of these details it would be well nigh impossible for the 
Government to review the performance of machine with a view to 
seeing whether these have outlived their utility and in many cases 
it may even be advisable to go in for new machines incorporating 
latest technology which may be economical and. efficient leading to 
optimum utilisation. The present piece-meal approach and faulty 
and indecisive planning is the main cause for this . sad state of 
affairs in the Mints. The matter needs urgent attention so that 
obsolete and defective machines are replaced. Capacity has to be in
creased by expanding . or by establishing new machines. The Com
mittee need hardly point out that the extant system of allocation 
of _expenditure is unscientific and inadequate to render useful 
information to the management on actual repairs and maintenance 
of machinery. The Committee would urge the Government to intro
duce a scientific system intended to monitor and check effectively 
the actual repairs/maintenance expenditure on the machines in 
different production sections of the Mint. 

The Committee regret to observe that the Proforma Accounts of 
Bombay and Calcutta Mints from 1981-82 are still in arrears with 
the r_esult that the extent of net profit/loss in the_ working of these 

' 
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mints could not be considered in details. The purpose of preparing 
these accounts is to judge whether the mints functioned with mini
mum financial outlay avoiding all unnecessary and extravagant . ex
penditure and keeping in view the requirement of maximum physi
cal output for minimum financial input. · T~e delayed preparation of 
these accounts would totally defeat the purpose. 

The Committee find that although the Ministry of Finance con
sidered a proposal for conducting a study on the introduction of in
tegrated cost and financial control system in late 1970s, the same was 
not followed up. According to the information furnished by the 
Ministry of Finance, the uniform system of costing had not been 
introduced in. the Mints because each mint followed its own estab
lished methods. The Committee have now been informed that the 
Government has recently taken a decision for appointment of an 
agency for conducting such a study. The Committee deplore that 
no timely steps were taken by the GoV'ernment for introduction of 
such a system earlier so as to effectively analyse the factors for the 
abnormal variations in the cost of production of different denomina
tions of coins in the three Mints besides ensuring timely submission 
of Pro forma Accounts. The Committee wouJd like the Ministry to 
take appropriate steps for early introduction of integrated cost and 
financial control system in the three mints. The Committee would 
also like to be apprised of the progress made by Bombay and Cal
cutta mints in clearing the outstanding proforma accounts. 

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~--~~~~---~~---
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~t is di~qqietip.g t9 find that while th!! physi~ql ve:rif\Qatipn of 
.at917es is vequi:rd tQ b~ co.ndu~ted ~t least' once every year, sµch 
verificatipn ha~ not been p:n>pe~ly condµcted ip.· most of the ~a,ses in 
a,11 the three mi:Qts duripg t!)e precee,:Ung :;ix years. The Committee 
also o'Ps~rv~ thC\t the stores yeriffcflti<.>n in Calciutta Mint puring tile 
years 1982-~3 and 1983-84 coulQ. pot be co:qipleted eithev due 19 in
~omplete stor~i> adjustments in the preyipui; year or clue to non
pg~~iq~ pf stores ledgers ~tc. T~is is clearly indicative of lac~ of 
co:nJrot witli reg4rd to accoup.tal of stores and against canon.s of 
fipfl,ncial p:roprfety. The Con1mittee woqltf like trie :Ministry to fix 
responsibility for the lapsep in not UJ'.\Q.ert1:1kit\g fue COlllPlete and 
tilllely ~umual physical veri:Qca,ti1:m pf stQre~ in all thi:t thr~ l.Vtints 1--1. 

fr9m '1979.,,80 onwa,r~s. The Committee woulq also Ii~ the Mtnistcy ~ 
~o issue instructions for proper annual verification pf the stores in 
the existing Mints, fixing nor:qis for permissible shortages, enforciµg 
accoµptftbillty of offices ·for not conducting timely, physical yerifioa-
tion and fixing responsibility in cases involving heavy shortages. 

The Committee find that Bombay Mint has not yet fixed maxi
nw:qi, mipimurn ~ncl orqering levels fpr the consumable stores nor 
(lpalysed the stores into surplus, slow .. moving and obsolete items. 
The ratiQ of issui;! Qf storel'j to the balance held in stoc~ hRs been very 
hi&4 i:q Bpn1bay :N.rint,, it being 1:97 in 1984-85. 1\ecordjng to the i.ti
~o:nnatiop, furnish~d py th~ J,Viinistry, the I3ompay ¥int :Qad pur .. 
icha.:;ecl lOgp qqr~ of pick~l for lJ,tilisatjon under Nqtic;mal Standard 
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Rules of India but this inventory had to be carried forward as the 
~id R.l,ll!?s rema)l:ied only in draft stage. The . Committee feel con
cer.ned , about thl'!se bars lying unutilJsed a.nd would like to know 
the , t9t~l ,v;tlue .of .f?uch __ stock .aIJ.~ tQ.e p~rjod for ~ts remaining unuti
lis~d. T,he C,o,mi;nittee ,would also like the Ministry of Finance to 
aP.point .;a.1gr;opp of tec.hnici;il offl,c;ers to e~amine the aspect of stores 
m~~cment_so ,as. to. evolve. @ . q.ppropriate_:i;necl;ianism to ration.alise 
the ,inventories with a ~iew to ·ens.urjpg t~at these are not burdened 
by aqq~isition of ,stores far in ~;xcess _ of inventory level thereby 
blocking capi~al. The Com;mittee ;may be apprised of the action 
ti;iken in th~s regard. ' 

Another disquieting featl:lre , noticed by the 1 Committee -is . that 
there is -no departmental manual in , Calcutta and . Hyderabad :.Mints 
and the departmental ~anual for,-Bombay Mint is 1- more .. than !our 

· decades old · and has not been updated from time · to time. 
· The Committee fail to understand as to how the ·Mints functi0ned 
in the , absence of departmental manual which not only lays down 
the procedure :for . financial ·and aceounting arrang~ments but ,also 
specifies the. dlllties and responsibilities 0£.-each ·-category :to . staff. ·-The 
Internal Work Study Group of the Govemment ~f Ind~a •had ·also 
laid emphasis on the need for maintenance of such a manual in the 
Mint. · This clearly indicates that the managemeBt 1 have failed on 
this c<mnt. ·Ac€'0rding to . the Mini!:'-tty . of •·Finance, dt . is . pr0posetl ' to 
entrust the war~ of compilation 0f ~ uniform manual ~i.er 1a'll , the 
Mints to consultants/management ·experts•.'as ' it-w01!lld ,icontain 1.b0th 

· teehnical -as --well -as -accounting and administrative .areas'. .The. Com-
' ' 
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mittee hope that urgent steps would be taken to prepare the depart
ment~! manual incorporating latest decisions for being introduced in 
the Mints without any further loss of time. The Committee would 
like to be apprised of the action taken in this direction. 

The observation of the Committee aforesaid leads the Commit
tee to inevitable conclusion that there has· been• a dismal failure of 
the Ministry of Finance inmanaging the affairs of the Mint. Dut to 
lackadaisical approach to the problems of the Mint, .the Government 
Mints which have been in productiori for over a century, hav~ almost 
become obsolete. Lack of replacement and rehabilitation program
me has led to the continuance of averaged ' and obsolete 'machines 
which have a poor out-turn as compared to the new machines. Had 
this part of the issue received proper attention in time, perhaps, 
the need for import of coins from abroad would not have arisen at 
all. The system of forecast for the requirement of the coins, its pro
duction and circulation requires to bEt thoroughly overhauled and re
oriented so as to ensure that the shortcomings pointed out by the 
Committee do not recur. There has been total absence of the system 
of costing in the Mint, With the result that there is no cost control 
and; therefore, e<\onomics of the production cannot be j_udged. _ The 
Committee reconimends that the system of cost a~counting and coSt 
control, as is suitable for any manufactur ing, unit; should be 'institU
ted forthwith to ensure that the 'cost of production .remains under 
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control and the output is economical. The Committee would speci
fically t.µ"ge the Government to arrange a review of the existing over 
aged machines engaged in- the production of coins on a priority basis 
so as to examine whether these need replacement, keeping in view 
that the expenditure on their upkeep and maintenance is on the high 
side and may justify purchase of new machines incorporating latest 
technology which may result in better out-turn. 
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